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Abstract
The study of bimetallic nanoparticles has grown in the last years, from a theoretical and
experimental perspective, due to the numerous applications envisaged in areas such as
electronics, catalysis, and environmental issues, among others. Even thought, the large
number of possible configurations for bimetallic nanoparticles left a broad spectrum of
structures unexplored yet, in part because of the synthesis difficulties or due to complex
atomic arrangements as the size becomes large.
In this thesis, a theoretical modeling technique is proposed to scale the usability of
several optimization methods at nanometric sizes. This technique is based on a smart
selection of initial configurations, combined with local optimization methods to enclose
the search into reasonable motifs. The obtained results are comparable to experimentally
synthesized nanoparticles.
With this methodology, bimetallic systems such as FeCu, AgCu, and FeNi were studied,
establishing a relationship between morphology and element concentration. In particular,
we have obtained specific conditions to get core-shell and Janus motifs, along with other
metastable configurations. Such results were compared with experimental synthesis,
achieving an excellent agreement with them.
The application of this procedure is not restricted only to metallic nanoparticles but
could be applied to other nanostructures, based on segregated compounds. An example
of these applications is the case for bimetallic nanotubes, with a mechanical performance
modulated respect to the monoatomic cases. The study of these systems envisaged an
excellent projection of these kinds of methodologies to study material properties at the
nanoscale level, which can lead to the creation of intelligent designs for nanostructures.
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Introduction
Nanostructures are, by definition, atomic arrangements with at least one or more dimensions in the nanometer scale (≤ 100 nm).[1] In these range of sizes, the structures have
an important surface–volume ratio, and therefore, the nanoparticle surface plays a more
significant role in their properties compared to bulk systems.
In nanoparticles, surface effects modify the properties of the system, differentiating
them from their bulk counterparts, such as melting point.[2] The size of these structures
becomes important due to quantum effects that are present in small finite systems [3, 4],
leading in particular to changes in the optical properties, such as the shift of the plasmon
resonance of metallic systems. These size effects have been already reported for several
systems such as Pt and Au particles, finding the quantum behavior and the plasmon
redshifted wavelength as the nanoparticle size is increased, respectively.[5, 6]
Additionally to the size, shape is also an essential characteristic for nanoparticles.
Metallic nanoparticles have been synthesized into different patterns such as cubical, octahedral, hexagonal and icosahedral shapes, among others.[7] These shapes are built by
exposing particular crystal planes, leading to changes in plasmonic resonance [8, 9, 10]
and catalysis performance.[11]
A new degree of freedom can be added to nanostructures properties when another
metallic element gets into the mix, leading to bimetallic systems. In bimetallic nanoparticles, these two metallic elements are present in several elemental concentrations and
1

can be arranged in different distributions. The work of Ferrando et al.[12] classifies
these distributions in four categories: Core-shell, subcluster segregated (also known as
Janus structures), mixed nanoalloys and multishell nanoalloys. The concentration and
size of bimetallic configurations are characteristics considered at experimental level to
modulate the properties of the material, changing its morphology and corresponding
properties.[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 15] In this context, we expect that the properties of
bimetallic nanostructurated systems can also be affected by the elemental distribution of
their atoms.[19]
All these characteristics give versatility to mono/bi–metallic systems properties. This
versatility makes structures, such as nanoparticles or nanowires, ideal candidates for
a wide number of applications in medicine, catalysis, and water remediation among
others.[20, 21, 16, 22] In the particular case of bimetallic nanoparticles, the “synergistic
effect” and their additional degree of freedom makes them more appealing.[23]
The advantages of nanoparticles can be extended to other nanostructures, which do
not have all their dimensions restricted to the nanoscale, such as nanowires.[24, 25, 26,
27, 28] These nanostructures can also get their properties optimized by changing the
structure[26] or the elemental concentration.[24, 25]
All these structures are present in a variety of sizes, which is a key factor to modulate
their properties.[15, 21, 29] As a consequence, the number of configurations grows exponentially with the size of the system, leading to an unknown amount of configurations
yet to be found at different sizes.[30] To explore all these configurations, theoretical approaches are used to calculate the energy of atomic arrangements to produce an energy
landscape, also known as potential energy surface (PES). The PES can be then explored
using numerical algorithms to model the atomic arrangements into configurations that
are in the local minima of the energy landscape. This process will be referenced as theo-

2

retical modeling and it allows to get stable configurations, only limited by the capabilities
of the considered computational algorithms.
Besides this, nanostructures such as one-dimensional metallic and magnetic nanostructures have attracted significant attention in the last decades. The former is due to
their applications in nanodevices with high mechanical strength and conductivity,[31, 32,
33] as well as their optical and electronic properties owing to their confinement effects.[34]
One of the aspects to consider in one dimensional systems, such as nanowires, is the
metal concentration on bimetallic structures. The bimetallic nanowires have great importance not only because of the properties of both metals, but also due to the usually
improved electronic, magnetic, and optical properties.[33] In particular, these nanowires
could present ballistic conductivity and can be potentially used as components of nanoelectronic devices.[35] Based on this evidence, it is expected that the modulation
of material and geometric parameters, could lead to improved mechanical response of
bimetallic grain-based nanowires and nanotubes.

State of the art
The current status in theoretical modeling is centered on solving the global optimization
problem for the energy of atomistic systems. This has been discussed in detail in a review
reported by Francesca Baletto [36]. All methods presented in this review are applied to
structures under 1000 atoms, which is not enough to reach the larger synthesized system
sizes of 5 nm diameter and above, that are used to tune properties in the previously
mentioned applications. The system energy calculations used in these global optimization
studies can be classified in ab-initio approaches and classical potentials, as they are stated
in Baletto’s review.[36] The ab-initio approaches, such as density functional theory, are
one of the most accurate methods to calculate the system energy, but they demand a
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great amount of computational resources. This topic will be discussed in more detail
in chapter 1. There is also some development in the use of machine learning to get
density functional theory accuracy level of energies and forces with a noticeable reduce in
computational cost [37, 38], which makes them an interesting approach in the future. In
the state of the art, nanostructures are theoretically modeled only for small nanostructure
sizes.[36] Nevertheless, another approach is necessary as the system grows to reduce the
exploration zone while it keeps its effectiveness to get the lowest energy structure possible.

Hypothesis and goals
In bimetallic nanostructures, the combination of two elements can change the system
morphology and properties. This effect, combined with size and morphology, is expected
to modulate structural and mechanical properties. To accomplish this work will achieve
the following goals:
General: To study stable bimetallic nanostructurated systems.
Specific goals:
• To understand the theoretical tools developed to explore the configuration landscape or potential energy surface (PES).
• To implement a modified method to explore the PES of nanometric size systems.
• To get a correlation between size, concentration, and morphologies for nanostructures.
• To study nanostructure properties for bimetallic systems.

4

Overview
In this work the properties of bimetallic nanostructures will be studied.

Bimetallic

nanoparticles and nanowires will be covered in this work. The whole thesis will be divided
in three chapters.
In the first chapter, different searching methods and energy calculations are explored,
looking for convenient approaches to use at nanometric size scales.
Then, in the second chapter, a searching method is proposed to look for stable
bimetallic nanoestructure for large atomic systems. FeCu, CuAg, and FeNi bimetallic
systems are selected to use this methodology with different metallic elements. Also in
this chapter, a neural network based potential is tested against conventional classical
potentials showing the margin of improvement using these novel potentials.
In the third chapter, mechanical properties of one dimensional systems are studied.
In a first stage, Ni nanowires and nanotubes are compared looking for differences under
compressive and tensile deformations. The second stage covers the difference between a
bimetallic FeNi nanowire and its separated counterparts, also under tensile and compressive deformations.
Finally, general conclusions about this work and their implications are summarized.

5

Chapter 1
Theoretical background
1.1

Introduction

The modeling of nanoparticles strongly contributes to the understanding of their properties. This process requires to know how atoms will be arranged when each nanostructure
is synthesized. For this purpose, atomistic calculations have to be done to find the most
suitable atomic arrangement. These calculations require two key components: an energy
calculation method and a searching method to explore different configurations in the
energy landscape.

1.2

Energy calculations

Energy calculations are a fundamental part of atomistic simulations because they are the
bridge between simulations and reality. One of the most relevant aspects of energy calculations is that they form an object called the potential energy surface (PES). In the PES,
the energies and their gradients (forces) are asociated to every atomistic configuration
of the system. The energy and force are used to find local energy minima configurations
of a system, being the lowest of them called the ground state.
The ground state is crucial because every system tends to minimize its energy, i.e.,
6

any structure tends to go to this state. Because of this tendency, it is reasonable to look
for the ground state and assume it as a stable configuration.
There are two different approaches to calculate this interaction potential: an ab-initio
approach and a phenomenological approach. Ab-initio approaches consider the electrons
and ions of the atomic system, and phenomenological ones correspond to a classical
approach, which models atomic interactions. These approaches will be presented here
by using density functional theory, embedded atom method-like potentials, and neural
networks.

1.2.1

Density functional theory

The density functional theory (DFT) takes the ab-initio approach, and this implies that
the energy of the system is calculated using the fundamental hamiltonian of the system
(H), which includes electron interactions. In this approach, the energy of the system
(E) is obtained by solving the many-body Schrödinger’s equation, that is,
H |ψi = E |ψi .

(1.1)

To address this problem the variational principle can be used, which says that every
trial wave function used to solve the Schrödinger’s equation will give an energy higher
than the one obtained using the ground state wave function. This technique is the basic
principle that was used in the Hartree-Fock method to solve these systems.[39]
The Hartree-Fock method takes multiple resources to get the solution for systems
with many electrons, because of the increasing number of variables. Then this problem
was reduced assuming that the energy could be written as a function of the electronic

7

density of the system ρ
E = E [ρ] ,
ρ (~r) =

Z

···

Z

|ψ (~r, r~1 , · · · , r~N )|2 d~rd~
r1 · · · dr~N .

(1.2)

This idea got its theoretical origin in 1964 when Hohenberg and Kohn showed that
E[ρ] was minimized when the ground state electronic density was used [40]. Even though
this functional relation was useful, the functional itself was not specified. Therefore, all
that is needed is the exact functional E[ρ]. The energy functional is written as
E[ρ] = Ts [ρ] + EH [ρ] + Eext [ρ] + EXC [ρ].

(1.3)

In this functional, all the terms are precisely known, except the exchange and correlation functional (EXC [ρ]), which includes the correction for interaction and correlation of
kinetic (TS [ρ]) and Hartree (EH [ρ]) energy functionals. This exchange and correlation
functionals are relatively small, so it is possible to express them as a local approximation:
EXC [ρ] =

Z





~ ,
d3~rρ (~r) εXC ρ, ∇ρ

(1.4)

where εXC is the exchange-correlation energy density per electron. This exchange and
correlation functional can also depends on the spin polarization of the electron density,
which is expressed as a fractional polarization term
ζ=

ρ↑ − ρ↓
ρ↑ − ρ↓
=
ρ↑ + ρ↓
ρ

(1.5)

Here ρ↑ (ρ↓ ) represents the polarized electronic density with up (down) spin. This variable
allows a better description of real systems that present spin polarization, such as magnetic
systems. Considering this degree of freedom, a more general expression for EXC is
obtained as
EXC = EX + EC =

Z

d3~rρ (~r) (εX + εC ) =

Z

d3~rf (ρ, ζ, ∇ρ) .

(1.6)
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This expression can be defined by different approximations, such as local spin density
approximation (LSD), generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and hybrid functional
methods. These approximations consider density dependence, density and density gradient dependence, and a mixture of different approaches respectively. In this work, the
GGA method will be used, more specifically, the one developed by Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof, also known as the PBE parameterization.[41, 42]
In PBE’s work [41, 42] an analytical parameterization was proposed considering the
Lieb-Oxford bound, a uniform density scaling and a linear response. The form of this
functional involves a correction function (FXC ) over the homogeneous electron exchange
εHOM
,
X
EXC =

Z

d3~rρ (~r) εHOM
(ρ)FXC (ρ, ζ, ∇ρ).
X

(1.7)

Here the correlation functional is considered inside the correction function.
As is stated in the PBE’s work [41, 42], this approach left behind some minor features
to keep it in a simple form. These features are, “correct second-order gradient coefficients
for Ex and Ec in the slowly varying limit” and “correct non-uniform scaling of Ex in limits
where the reduced gradient s1 tends to infinity ”. Even though, these compromises were
a fair trade to “obtain fair accuracy for systems ranging from molecules to solids” [43].
The main drawback for an ab-initio approach is computational cost, which makes it
impossible to compute energies for large systems in reasonable time periods.

1.2.2

Interatomic potentials and embedded atom model

Interatomic potentials use the phenomenological approach that models interactions between atoms, i.e., bonds. This simplification implies that interatomic potentials do not
compute an electronic configuration as ab-initio calculations do. Interatomic potentials
1

This reduced gradient “s” in original work is proportional to the ratio between density gradient and
density.
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are less time consuming than ab-initio calculations but at the same time they are less
accurate and precise. The basic behavior of interatomic potentials is based on shortrange and long-range interactions between atoms. Among the short-range interactions,
repulsive behavior will be present because of Coulomb repulsion between ions and Pauli’s
exclusion law. On the long-range interaction side, there is an attraction due to the
dispersion energy better explained by the Drude model [44]. The most straightforward
interaction scheme that handles these push/pull forces are pair interaction potentials. An
example of pair interaction potential is the Lennard-Jones model, which was intended to
model closed shell atomic systems with decent accuracy.
For metallic systems exist interatomic potential inspired in the local density approximation of DFT, which is the unpolarized spin version of LSD. This interaction scheme
is the embedded-atom model (EAM), and it has two terms:




Ei = Fi 

X
j6=i

ρj (rij ) +

1X
φij (rij ).
2 j6=i

(1.8)

The first term is called an embedded function (Fi ). The embedded function is a
non-linear term that models the interaction between an atom with the surrounding homogeneous electronic cloud in the system (excluding its own electrons). The second
term is the pair-interaction between atoms. There is no restriction about how the functions ρj (rij ), φij (rij ) and Fi (ρj ) have to be, except for the non-linearity in Fi (ρj ). This
nonlinearity makes EAM potentials an effective many-body interaction.
The many-body nature of EAM makes this potential agreeably describes grain-boundary,
dislocation, and surface energies on metallic systems when it is compared to experimental
data [45]. This agreement is highly dependent on the parametrization of the potential
and the theory which backs it up. On the other side, the spherical symmetry of EAM
comes with the unavailability to represent angular bonds like most covalent bonding.
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1.2.3

Artificial neural networks and interpolation of DFT

There is another alternative to the previously mentioned interaction potentials: artificial
neural networks (ANN). These ANN’s are machine learning algorithms, which according
to Mitchel should: “(. . . ) learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T
and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, measured by P, improves
with experience E ” [46]. Machine learning algorithms, such as ANN techniques, make it
possible to handle extremely difficult to program tasks by simply teaching them instead
of programming them directly. Some examples of these are: classification tasks [47],
transcription [48], translation [49, 50], among others.
It is important to know first how ANN are built and trained, so we start with the basic
structure of them. In ANNs exist simple functions called neurons or nodes, which takes
some input values (xi ) and gives an output result (fn ). These nodes are often based on
nonlinear functions (phi), such as tanh(x), and a series of weights (wn ) and biases (bn ):
fn =

X

φ(wn xi + bn ).

(1.9)

i

To make use of these neurons, they are arranged in ordered layers (f (m−1) ) that are
inputs from the previous layer (f (m−2) ) and provide a collection of outputs to the next
layer (f (m) ). This kind of neural networks are called feedforward neural networks, also
known as multilayer perceptrons. A generic mathematical representation can be written
as








~ = f (m) f (m−1) · · · f (1) (X)
~
f (X)

.

(1.10)

The last layer (f (m) ) of a feedforward neural network is called the output layer, and it
is the one needed to compare with the training set, or experience (E), to generate a
performance measure (P). The main practical restriction for this ANN is the necessity of
~
a fixed number of inputs (X).
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Now that the neural network structure is clear, it is time to train the algorithm. To
do this, and as it has been told before, a machine learning algorithm must be capable
of learning from experience. The training process requires a cost function (J), which
determines how similar are the results of the neural network and the training set. This
cost function must reach its minimum value when the performance of the algorithm is the
best, i.e., it is the best fit with respect to the training set. This way the network is trained
by using a minimization routine over the cost function, such as conjugate gradient.
Finally, with all the previous details addressed, it is time to apply a neural network
to predict energies based on atom positions. This neural network will be called neural
network potential (NNP) from now on. There are certain restrictions that inputs must
meet to make this NNP work, such as been independent of the system size, and invariant
to rotations and translations. Behler and Parrinello proposed a solution to these problems
in 2007 using local symmetry descriptors [37]. There are two families of descriptors: one
based in radial symmetry functions (G1i ), and the other one in angular terms (G2i ):
G1i =

X

2

e−η(Rij −RS ) fc (Rij )

(1.11)

j6=i

G2i = 21−ζ

X

(1 + λ cos (Θijk ))ζ e−η(Rij +Rik +Rjk )
2

2

2

j6=i

∗ fc (Rij ) fc (Rik ) fc (Rjk )

(1.12)

These descriptors have fixed parameters λ = ±1, η, and ζ, which are not unique and
must be chosen to describe the atom local environment as good as possible. There is
also the common used interatomic distances (Rij = R~ij = |ri − rj |), angles (Θijk =
R~ij ·R~ik
),
Rij Rik

and cutoff functions:


i
h

0.5 ∗ cos nRij + 1

fc (x) = 
0

Rc

for Rij ≤ Rc ,

(1.13)

for Rij > Rc ,

with Rc their cutoff radius. Even though these descriptors use the same local description
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as many interatomic potentials, the neural network treatment gives greater flexibility to
the energy interpolation of the model, gaining accuracy compared to normal interatomic
potentials.
To train these potentials exists a hierarchical way proposed by Hajinazar et al.,[51]
which trains multicomponent NNPs by adding single component NNPs and cross-component
descriptors. The teaching scheme is to train mono-elemental NNP, with mono-element
training sets, to get the first set of NNP parameters. Then, taking two mono-elemental
NNP and train it, with a mixed training set, but this time just adjusting the mixed biases
and weights. Finally, the third mono-elemental NNP and trained mixed NNP are used,
with a full-mixed training set, fixing the old weights and biases. Following this idea it is
reasonable to think that more components can be added to the mix, but the computational cost also increases, and it is not guaranteed that the used descriptors would provide
enough information to the NNP. These types of potentials can be seen as a middle point
between DFT and interatomic potentials because they get a precision close to DFT and
using just atomic positions in the same way that interatomic potentials do. But, the
reader has to be aware of their drawbacks too. Machine learning algorithms are great
interpolators in general, but awful extrapolators, i.e., they know how to solve things that
are not too off, concerning the training set. It is also important to notice that NNP, even
if they have a lower cost compared to DFT, are not as fast as interatomic potentials.
This higher computational cost makes big system size calculations, like those above 1000
atoms, to be impractical to perform with some techniques that will be covered in the
further section.
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1.3

Searching methods

With the correct interaction potential chosen, it is possible to start to look for viable
nanostructures. This raises an important question: What is a viable nanostructure? A
sustainable structure will be the one that is capable of existing for a reasonable quantity
of time, and minimum energy structures meeting that condition. The challenge with this
issue is that the number of possible configurations grows exponentially with the number
of atoms in the system, and then the computational cost to find a specific structure
increases too. This high computational cost forces the use of highly efficient methods to
explore all possible structures, which will be called the configuration landscape from now
on.
In these kind of problems, stochastic–heuristic minimization methods have been used
for different applications.[52] These methods are used because they allow to solve the
optimization problem, or to find minimum energy structures for our purposes, without
prior information.
In this section, four optimization methods will be discussed: basin-hopping, genetic
algorithm, minimal hopping and annealing. The first two methods are based on applying significant modifications to the structures, while the last ones use small structural
changes. This and other characteristics will be discussed in this section to select the
most convenient approach to use in systems with a large number of atoms.

1.3.1

Basin hopping method

Basin-hopping [53] is one of the most unbiased methods among all others presented
in this work. This technique forces random changes in the structures and then applies
a deterministic minimization process, such as conjugate gradient. The new structure is
accepted using a Boltzmann distribution over the energy difference between the generated
14

structure and the previous one (∆E = Enew − Eold ),
e

∆E
α

> RND,

(1.14)

where RND is a random value between 0 and 1, and regulates the acceptance of higher
energies. The whole process looks like little bounces between local minima; that is where
the name of this method comes from.
The major strengthen of this technique is also its biggest flaw, which is its unbiased
nature. Basin-hopping uses very little system information to keep itself unbiased, relaying
actively in trial and error to achieve its goal. The heavy use of trial and error leads to a
significant performance drop for bigger sizes, as has been reported when multiple sizes
calculations are performed [54], but it does not tend to skip any configuration given
enough time.

1.3.2

Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithms (GA) are inspired by biological evolution and natural selection. The
core of these types of algorithms is to generate an offspring population from a set of
parents and then select the best members among both of them using a fitting function.
It is vital for these GAs to modify the offspring generation enough to get significant differences while keeping those changes viable. Among all the transformations implemented,
the most used is mating [55], because it brings the possibility to pass the best features
from the parents to the offspring. As in nature, the mix of population diversity, given
by deviant broods and environmental pressure provided by selecting the fittest elements
every generation, address the search towards the global minimum.
The performance of these type of algorithms depends heavily on their offspring generation to explore the configuration landscape. The correct production of offspring gets
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more difficult as the cluster size increases and can present problems by skipping odd
shapes that modification operations are not made for.

1.3.3

Minimal hopping method

Minimal hopping method follows the same idea as basin-hopping but uses molecular dynamics instead of random displacements to look for new local minima. The use of molecular dynamics guides the search trough PES with small displacements each timestep. The
molecular dynamics procedure uses a random initial velocity with fixed kinetic energy associated with it; then the simulation is performed until a new potential well is reached.[56]
Another difference is that this algorithm does not use the same acceptance criteria, here
the new structure is accepted if it was not visited before to guide the search in new
sectors. The reject of a structure implies an increase in kinetic energy, and acceptance
will reduce it. The use of these constantly increasing and decreasing kinetic energies
narrow the escape routes using the minimal hopping path, which will be more likely to
get lower minima according to Bell-Evans-Polanyi principle.[57]
The minimal hopping approach can perform more efficient searches than the evolutionary algorithm in force calls and successful runs [58]. The scalability of the algorithm
is still an issue because the problem that implies differentiate two structures for a large
number of atoms. For example, in Goedecker’s original work [56], energy differences
are used to judge the difference between the two structures, but these differences can
get neglectable when the number of atoms increases. This difficult distinction and the
historical comparison can trap the algorithm and force it to increment kinetic energy into
a point of failure, destroying non-periodic structures.
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1.3.4

Annealing method

Annealing is a heating and cooling technique, which can be performed by molecular
dynamics or Montecarlo methods. The scheme of this algorithm is simple: first set the
system at a stable fixed temperature. Then cool down the system, and repeat until the
energy of the system gets stable. The Montecarlo approach to annealing, also called
simulated annealing [59], stabilizes the system by randomly changing parameters (atom
positions) and then accepting these changes when the following test passes:
∆E

e kB T > RND

(1.15)

with RND a random number between 0 and 1. This test became expensive for large
systems because of the large high energy states that the system can fall into (atom
collision), getting many rejections on them. On the other side, the molecular dynamics
approach avoids these atomic collisions because the equations of motion get the system
away from them. But, while this approach does not get failed moves, it can take long
simulations to explore a significant portion of the configuration landscape.
These annealing methods are pure brute force algorithms. They guide the system
without any external information but the system interactions. The lack of any external
deviation makes the annealing approaches theoretically robust and simple, which makes
them a perfect baseline to get a basic performance.

1.4

Summary

In this chapter, different interaction potentials and optimization techniques were revisited
within discussing their advantages and disadvantages, which will be weighted in this
summary. The main perk to emphasize is efficiency because of the large number of
atoms involved in experimental size systems require a significant amount of computational
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resources.
The efficiency of interaction potentials considers accuracy and computational cost.
Accuracy plays a fundamental role in the correct representation of the atomic element
in simulations, so it has to be as high as possible. Even though, compromises have to
be made to get optimal results for large atomic systems. The first discarded method
has to be DFT due to its impractical computational cost at larger sizes, i.e., due to its
poor scalability. Then, only ANNs and EAM are left as viable options. ANNs are more
precise than EAM and have the same linear scalability, but their development is still in
early stages, which means that they will require more work to be implemented efficiently
in the systems of interest. Because of these reasons, EAM potentials are chosen, despite
the promising results that ANNs can give in further works.
In optimization techniques, efficiency is inversely proportional to the computational
time to get the minimal configuration. The key to get the best efficiency is to visit
new minima in the least number of steps. This task is a problem for totally unbiased
routines, such as basin-hopping. Genetic algorithms are very effective routines for low
sizes, due to their capability to keep useful information from different minima, but their
effectiveness drops drastically as size increases. Then, minimal hopping and annealing
methods remain as viable options because of their local exploration capabilities. These
localized optimizations strongly rely on their initial configurations; thus, they are not
affected as significantly as basin-hopping and genetic algorithms by the bigger size of
the configuration landscape. Finally, the efficiency of minimal hopping against annealing
will depend on the complexity of the configuration landscape. However, annealing offers
a more robust procedure to implement a novel method, which will be described in the
following chapter.
In summary, EAM potentials and annealing techniques are the ideal choices to opti-
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mize large atomic system configurations due to their efficiency and simplicity. Also, there
are promising alternatives to improve the performance and accuracy using ANNs and minimal hopping techniques, but their complexity does not allow an efficient implementation,
so they are suggested for further work.
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Chapter 2
Bimetallic nanoparticles
To find stable structures of nanoparticle systems is an immense challenge, in part because
the number of local minima increases exponentially with the number of atoms. In fact,
Frank Stillinger demonstrated this exponential growth for interacting entities [30]. All
these local minima can lead to different shapes that may imply different properties, as it
was previously reported in several publications [60, 61, 62]. When considering bimetallic
nanoparticle properties, it is not only important to consider the shape of the particle, but
also their components and elemental distribution. This new degree of freedom opens the
possibility of more isomers to appear and possibly coexist in different environments. In
the following section, we propose a method that allows to focus on smaller regions of
interest to obtain viable configurations for large-scale atomic systems.

2.1

Design of large nanoparticle systems

In the previous chapter we exposed different methods to explore the configuration landscape but all of them struggle to find a minimum when the system grows. The size issue
is understandable because of the exponential growth of the configuration landscape. The
most straightforward answer to this issue is to constrain the search around a good first
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guess.

2.1.1

The energy of a good first guess

A good first guess must be a configuration as close as possible to the global minimum,
with a fixed number of atoms. Therefore, it is necessary to sort out the most significant
energy contributions for the entire system in a simple way. These energies can be separated into three types for any large enough system: bulk (EBj ), exposed surface (ESj )
and interface surface (EIj ) energies.
The exposed surface and interface surface energies are thought as the energy difference between the isolated bulk structures (EB = EBT 1 + EBT 2 ) and the bimetallic
nanostructure (E)
E − EB = E S + EI
E − (EBT 1 + EBT 2 ) = (EST 1 + EST 2 ) + (EIT 1 + EIT 2 )
E = EBT 1 + EBT 2 + EST 1 + EST 2 + EIT 1 + EIT 2 .

(2.1)

Now the energy has to be related to the geometrical configuration (see Figure 2.1).
The simplest approach possible to this issue is to take a segregated system, where it is
possible to easily define boundary regions for each element (T1 and T2). This way, the
bulk energy can be related to their number of atoms (Nj ) and the surface energies to
their surface areas (AjI and AjS )

EBj = Nj εj
j
j
EI/S
= AjI/S σI/S

(2.2)

therefore, system energy can be simply expressed as
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Figure 2.1: Schematic cross-section of a nanostructure with colored zones symbolizing
different energy contributions Eij in equation 2.1. The color symbology is described in
the table for i=B,S,I and j=T1,T2.





E = NT 1 εT 1 + NT 2 εT 2 + ATS 1 σST 1 + ATS 2 σST 2 + AI σIT 1 + σIT 2 ,

(2.3)

where εj and σj are the energy per atom and energy per surface area unit respectively.
Since morphologies are the only ones considered to minimize the energy in equation 2.3
(NT 1 and NT 2 are fixed), it is safe to ignore the first two terms that are not dependent
on the system surfaces. The next two terms are in equation 2.3 are exposed surface
energies, which increase system energy as their respective exposed surface area increases
(σSj > 0). The last term represents the interface surface energy, whose energy density
(σIj ) particular values may differ case by case. For the particular case of segregated
arrangements, the condition
σIT 1 + σIT 2 > 0,

(2.4)

is mandatory because it represents systems that reduce interface area, effectively separating the involved elements.
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The simplifications presented in equation 2.3 reduce the selection pool to spherical
shapes that reduce exposed surface and interface surface areas. In the experimental
review made by Ferrando et al. [12], these “nanoalloys” were classified in three segregated
categories or mixing patterns: core-shell, subcluster (also known as Janus structures) and
T 1/T 2

multishell. The former two are segregated structures that satisfy AS

= 0 and AI → 0

in the simplified energy model of equation 2.3, which may minimize the energy of the
system. These extreme conditions, and their possible proximity to a minimum, make
core-shell and Janus configurations the perfect candidates as segregated first guesses. In
the case of multishell structures a significant increase of the interface area exist, which
does not minimize the energy, therefore is discarded as a good first guess.
In mixed or alloy structures there is not a clear interface between both elements in
the nanoparticle. Even though, it is possible to consider the alloy as a new material
with the structure of a known bulk alloy. This approach makes possible to consider alloy
nanoparticles with the same motifs as segregated ones but, in this situation, the involved
material can be defined as a stable mix of both atomic elements.
Based on all previous statements, the proper first guess structures have core-shell or
Janus motifs with materials that can be single-metal or metallic alloys, which will be used
as initial structures for the following optimization routines.

2.1.2

Optimization of large atomic systems

Once the good first guesses are taken, the search is now closer to the goal, but this may
not be enough. The problems that optimization algorithms have for large systems are
still present and must be addressed first. Among all the methods presented in chapter
1, the most benefited with this good first guess is annealing with molecular dynamics
because its biggest flaw is the poor exploration performance. This great performance
benefit along with the unbiased essence and simplicity of the method are the reasons
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Figure 2.2: Cycle annealing diagram
why this algorithm is selected as a first option to work with. Let us start digging deeper
into how molecular dynamics annealing works.
All performed simulations will be done using the LAMMPS software [63]. The system
is simulated in an NVT ensemble at a constant annealing temperature Te . Thermodynamically a higher Te means higher entropy, which means that the system will have
available a wider set of configurations to explore. High entropy appears like an excellent
condition to explore many arrangements as possible, but this also means that the system
will be able to get stuck in high energy local minima. In contrast, low temperatures will
not allow the system to explore the configurational space in reasonable simulation time.
Therefore, a working Te range must be set to avoid unnecessary higher entropies and enabling the nanoparticles to move on low energy paths. A possible Te range corresponds
to a semi-melting phase, where only the surface atoms have high mobility.
Even though stable states tend to trap molecular dynamic simulations, it is still possible for simulations to escape from these potential wells. An annealing search must be
divided into shorter cycles to enforce the visit candidate states, which could be missed
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Figure 2.3: Examples of successful (left) and failed (right) molecular dynamics annealing
cycle energies. The segmented line defines the energy of the initial configuration. Inside
each plot, example structure results are shown with their complete form in front of their
cross-section.
otherwise. In each cycle, the structures are thermalized at Te for a long simulation time
(3 ns), and then relaxed using conjugate gradient method. The energies for every relaxed
configuration are stored to monitor the progress of the optimization. Successful optimization simulations show a consistent energy reduction as they approach to a minimum
(Figure 2.2a), while failed ones quickly rise their energies up to a plateau where they
reach the melted state (Figure 2.2b). When these series of annealing cycles are incapable
to reach any lower energies than the mean of the last 10 cycles (within a 0.5% tolerance),
a final cooling process is performed to reach the lowest point of the surrounding explored
configuration landscape. This final cooling begins before the conjugate gradient is applied to the lowest energy cycle and is cooled at a ratio of 0.25 K/ps from Te to room
temperature (300 K). Then the structure is left at room temperature for 3 ns before a
final conjugate gradient is applied to get the final structure (see Figure 2.2).
The annealing cycle strategy works for single element clusters because all atoms in
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the structure share the same properties, but this is not the situation for all bimetallic
configurations. The differences between elements often cause that the semi-melting range
does not coincide, which means that a single optimization process may not be optimum for
bimetallic systems. A two-step optimization process is proposed to solve this issue. The
first step is to optimize spherical cuts of known crystalline lattices from both involved
materials, which includes alloy materials. Melting temperatures are determined using
Lindeman indexes [64], which are obtained from a short heating simulation. Then, the
temperature Te is set around 80% of the obtained melting temperature to fall around
the lowest section of the semi-melted region. Later, optimized configurations are used to
build core-shell and Janus motifs. Core-shells are built with an optimized core surrounded
by a spherical shell cut of the opposite material’s crystal lattice. In the Janus case, both
optimized structures are put next to each other. Finally, a second melting temperature
measurement and optimization routine is applied to the newly generated configurations.
The two-step routine generates an optimized configuration for each initial first guess.
The lowest energy structure is then chosen as the stable result of the search. The
combination of these optimization routines results in a robust search around possible
arrangements, which could be comparable to synthesized samples.

2.2

Application on real systems

Real systems are usually considered as nanoparticles with sizes large enough to be synthesized in experimental procedures. Therefore, the size of these arrangements is often
over 1000 atoms, which implies a great optimization challenge as it was commented
previously.
In this section we will search for stable atomic configurations following a simulated
annealing approach, based on specific initial guesses. In the first case we will study the
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stable configurations of FeCu, FeNi and AgCu particles as a function of their concentration and sizes. Then, some conclusions about the results are given and possible new
directions and applications for this work are envisaged.

2.2.1

FeCu

FeCu bimetallic arrangements are the first to be addressed in this chapter. In these
nanoparticle systems there is only segregated configurations, due to the fact that these
elements are immiscible [65]. Therefore, the initial structures will be built with Fe and Cu
crystalline stable structures, which have body centered cubic (BCC) and face centered
cubic (FCC) lattices respectively.
The study is guided towards the effects of Cu concentration over Fe nanoparticles
[66]. It is useful to separate particles in three sizes, depending on the number of Fe atoms
contained in each one. The first category contains 6183 Fe atoms (∼5 nm diameter) and
is called the “small” size. The second one contains 15473 Fe atoms (∼7 nm diameter),
denoted “medium”. The last one contains 32743 Fe atoms (∼9 nm diameter) and is
called the “big” size. For these sizes, concentrations of around 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and
70% were considered by adding different amounts of Cu atoms to the Fe NP. For example,
at small sizes, we used 791, 1710, 2490, 4178, 6092, and 14579 Cu atoms, respectively;
while for medium sizes we considered 1832, 3788, 6794, 10526, 15448, and 36096 Cu
atoms. Finally for big sizes, we used 3780, 8780, 14054, 21968, 32530, and 76542 Cu
atoms, respectively.
In this particular scenario the interaction potential was modeled using an embedded
atom method potential, whose parameters are taken from the work of Bonny et al. [67].
This potential offers a good description of elastic properties, diffusion dynamics, and
thermal transport coefficients [68].
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Structural configuration of FeCu nanoparticles
A summary of the structural configurations found for energetically optimized FeCu NPs is
shown in Figure 2.5a, with a cross-sectional view of the atomic structures, as a function
of the size and Cu percentage (Figure 2.5b), where we have identified three characteristic
Cu percentages (I: 10%, II: 40%, and III: 70%). At the low Cu percentage (10%), we can
see that Fe atoms (brown spheres) are mainly arranged as a compact particle, whereas Cu
atoms (green spheres) are distributed around the Fe core. At 70% of Cu, the structure
is basically segregated, with two joined monoatomic clusters. Finally, at 40% Cu, we
observe a CS morphology for small particles, while a JN-like structure is obtained for
medium and big NPs. From our results, a CS to JN-like stability transition is observed
as Cu is increased, this transition being slightly shifted to the left for big particles. This
transition can be associated with the energy of Fe–Cu interactions that decreases after
a maximum value is reached (e.g., 30% Cu at big particles, see figure 2.4), which means
that a segregated structure becomes preferred over CS morphologies as the Cu content
increases.
Once we have determined the preferred morphology of the bimetallic particles at
different Cu concentrations, the crystalline phases of the selected cases are reported.
These phases are obtained from the common neighbor analysis (CNA) performed by the
scientific visualization tool OVITO [69]. Figure 2.5c depicts the presence of mainly two
crystalline phases: bcc (blue) and fcc (green) lattices, with light gray particles related
to the atoms at the surface or defects. At 10% Cu, CNA shows only the bcc phase for
all sizes. At 70% Cu, there are two phases: bcc phase for Fe and fcc for Cu. Finally, at
40% Cu, we can see that the NP shows mainly a bcc phase for Fe, while Cu is mainly
ordered as an fcc lattice. Additionally, we can observe atoms associated with hexagonal
closed-packed (hcp) structures (red) because of twins (single red planes) and stacking
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Figure 2.4: Energy of optimized FeCu particles at different Cu percentages. The energies
were separated considering only (a) Fe-Cu, (b) Cu-Cu and (c) Fe-Fe interactions.
faults (SFs, double red planes) nucleated at the Fe–Cu interface.
To consider the coordination analysis of the optimized NPs, the radial distribution
function (RDF), g(r), is calculated and shown in Figure 2.6, for stable systems at 10,
40, and 70% Cu. Here, we can see the coordination per element (brown and green lines
for Fe and Cu, respectively) as well as the total RDF (red line) at different sizes. At the
low Cu percentage, both Fe–Fe and the total RDF give the expected peaks of the bcc
lattice (crystalline bcc peaks are depicted as segmented black lines), and even Cu–Cu
shows a similar distribution of peaks. In contrast, at 70% Cu, the total g(r) reflects the
contribution of both bcc and fcc lattices associated with Fe–Fe and Cu–Cu, respectively
(crystalline fcc peaks are depicted as dotted black lines). At 40% Cu, we have mixed
results, where smaller NPs show mainly bcc lattice peaks, whereas medium and big NPs
have the formation of both bcc and fcc phases. These results can be directly related
to experimental diffraction results and lead us to expect a bcc phase of Fe at low Cu
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Figure 2.5: (a) Cluster structure as a function of size and Cu concentration. The pink
line depicts the CS to JN-like stability transition from the continuous model. Cases I,
II, and III are shown at the right side. Cross-sectional views of FeCu particles encircled
at (a), showing elemental composition (b), and structural defects (c). In (b), colors
follow represent Fe (orange) and Cu (green) atoms, and in (c), atoms associated with
the hcp phase (twins and stacking faults) are shown in red, whereas particles without
any associated phase are shown in light gray.
concentrations, while bcc and fcc phases are expected at high Cu concentrations.
Stress and surface energy
Figure 2.5c shows that minimized NPs exhibit structural defects in Cu. Because Cu has a
low SF energy, [68] surface nucleation of SFs might be expected, as it has been reported
for solid NPs [70] and nanowires [71]. Also, the accumulation of SFs leads to nanotwins
[72]. These low-energy planar defects are not expected to contribute significantly to
global structural transitions. A twin boundary is a sigma-type grain boundary, and Suzuki
and Mishin have shown that interstitial diffusion across and along Sigma-type grain
boundaries has lower activation energy than bulk diffusion [73].
Figure 2.7 shows the final relaxed configuration, with dislocations and the surfaces
of the Cu and Fe NPs, for the small case, and 50% Cu. There is one twin boundary,
seen as a single plane of defective atoms, and two SFs, seen as double layers of atoms.
Additionally, from Figure 2.7, it can be seen that the Cu atoms wrap around the external
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Figure 2.6: Total and partial RDF of FeCu particles as a function of the Cu concentration
and size. Segmented and dotted lines correspond to three first peaks of the crystalline
bcc and fcc lattices, respectively.

Figure 2.7: (a) Defects for the small (5 nm Fe core) FeCu particle at 50 % Cu, after
relaxation. Stacking faults (double plane) and twin boundaries (single planes) are depicted
with brown spheres. Cu envelops the red Fe cluster, leaving only a relatively small portion
of uncovered Fe.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Energy of small JN nanoparticle at 50% Cu during the optimization
process. The final step F corresponds to a slow cooling process at the end of optimization.
(b) Mean Square Displacement during the optimization for Fe and Cu atoms.
surface of the roughly spherical Fe NP, leaving out only about half of the Fe surface and
generating a Cu surface significantly larger than the initial Cu one, and resulting in an
enhanced Fe–Cu interaction. Additional information is given in Figure 2.8, showing the
energy optimization and depicting some structures during the optimization process until
the final configuration (F case in Figure 2.8a), while the mean square displacement shows
a higher diffusion of Cu atoms. A similar behavior occurs for other cluster diameters and
concentrations above the stability transition of CS and JN.
There are no important defects observed in Fe. This is expected, given that the
nucleation stress for dislocations is roughly proportional to the shear modulus of a given
material, [74], and in Fe, the value is 116 GPa, [75] which is significantly larger than that
in Cu (76 GPa) [68]. For Fe nanowires, twins have been observed only for stress above
20 GPa [76], which is much larger than that in the annealing process.
SF nucleation can occur from surface imperfections [77] but in our simulations it is
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generally triggered from the Fe–Cu interface, where stress concentration can occur during
annealing. Nucleation leads to stress relaxation, and the interface is nearly stress-free,
unlike what happens for semi-infinite planar interfaces [78].
Planar defects can strengthen the NPs [79]. However, planar defects observed in our
simulations are not stable and do not survive to one high temperature annealing cycle to
another. SF recovery has been observed in nanocrystalline metals, [80] and detwinning
can occur when surfaces are present [81]. Under room-temperature conditions, defects
might survive and change mechanical and optical properties of the NPs [82].
Experimental evidence of FeCu bimetallic nanoparticles morphology
Our simulations and model were compared with the experimental results obtained by
Pamela Sepúlveda and Nicolás Arancibia at Universidad de Santiago de Chile.[83, 66]
The synthesis of FeCu bimetallic NPs, that targets two different proportions of Cu in
the structure (10% Cu and 50% Cu), was performed using the simultaneous reduction
chemical method and the experimental procedure reported by Wang and Zhang [84] and
Xiao et al., [85] obtaining a black material corresponding to bimetallic NPs. Figure
2.9 shows the scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analysis and energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line profile of the particles in both nanomaterials.
The profile for 10% Cu (Figure 2.9a) displays the presence of mainly Fe particles with low
amount of Cu around Fe, associated with the formation of oxide and CS structures. In
contrast, for the case of 50% Cu, Figure 2.9b,c, displays two types of NPs, corresponding
to separate Cu and Fe NPs, respectively. These results are consistent with theoretical and
modeling studies, finding that a low Cu proportion promotes a CS structure, while the
increase of the “noble metal” concentration in bimetallic structures generates an evolution
of the morphology of these particles, with the preference of segregated structures (JNlike) at 50% Cu, suggesting that there would be a critical number of Cu atoms before
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Figure 2.9: Linear mapping of the synthesized bimetallic NPs for (a) 10 and (b,c) 50%
Cu, respectively. Initial position is defined with the red circle in the red line. (a) suggests
a CS structure, while (b,c) suggest segregated or JN-like structures. Image obtained
thanks to the collaboration with P. Sepúlveda and N. Arancibia
the stability transition from CS to other structures begins. This segregation has already
been reported by Xiao et al. [86], finding a separation of Fe and Cu after the synthesis
of bimetallic NPs.
This concentration-dependent morphology also played a key role in Fe–Cu As sorption capacity [83], where low concentration morphologies (core-shell) achieved better
performance over higher concentration samples (Janus) and pure Fe nanoparticles.
Conclusions
We studied the morphology of FeCu NPs by using a multistep optimization procedure,
establishing Cu concentration conditions where CS or JN-like structures are the more
energetically stable morphologies. At low Cu concentrations, Cu atoms wrap the Fe
cluster following the Fe bcc lattice. Once we increase the Cu concentration, the shell
of Cu atoms shows an fcc lattice until the stability transition point from CS to JN is
reached. A segregated structure is obtained at high Cu content, with a bcc lattice for
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Fe and an fcc lattice for Cu. The Cu–Cu energy becomes more important as the Cu
percentage is increased, while the Fe–Cu energy grows quickly until the first monolayer is
built, and from there on forward, it has slow-paced growth as the Cu content increases.
This effect leads to a stability transition point where it is more energetically expensive to
surround the Fe core than to segregate the Cu atoms. Nevertheless, we expect the CS
to JN stability transition behavior to be observed for other materials and help to design
bimetallic NPs at requested conditions, as a function of the elemental concentration.
In this direction, future work might also consider other bimetallic NPs of technological
interest, [21, 87] as well as the incorporation of iron and copper oxide compounds.
Finally, a continuous model for the immiscible FeCu system is proposed to obtain the
most stable configuration, resulting in a structural map in agreement with molecular
dynamics simulations and experimental evidence. This model can be used to analyze the
structure of other NPs, provided the characteristic energies are calculated from atomistic
simulations. Tailoring of certain structures for a given size and composition would also
allow the possibility to engineer desired properties for technological applications.[21, 10]

2.2.2

AgCu

AgCu systems lack alloy motifs at bulk sizes.[88] In this context, silver (Ag) and copper
(Cu) binary NPs needs to be highlighted, because of the interesting motifs that they
can take at nanoscale,[89] leading to potential applications controlled by morphology or
concentration of these NPs. For example, among the metallic nanomaterials, Cu NP
is an excellent option because of their low-cost production and useful catalytic, optical
and electrical properties.[90] However, it is well-known that this kind of nanomaterial is
unstable in air, which limits its application range. Therefore, to prevent the oxidation
of CuNPs, Lee et al.[91] synthesized CuAg core-shell NPs, which displayed enhanced
oxidation stability and electrical properties. These architecture NPs were further used to
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prepare conductive ink. In another study, Shin et al.[92] investigated Ag NPs and AgCu
alloys and core-shell nanostructures as a catalyst for oxygen reduction reactions through
density functional theory. The authors found that AgCu alloy seems to be the best
candidate to perform the mentioned reaction, even if it is more energetically unstable than
AgCu core-shell nanostructure. This study of Cu–Ag nanoparticles systems is focused in
the synthesis process of these nanostructures and how different concentrations affect the
final morphology results. In order to get the morphology for the different concentrations,
theoretical modeling will be used to find the most stable configurations at different
concentrations and sizes. The study is done in a similar way to Fe–Cu nanoparticles.
Annealing optimization techniques were applied over a Cu–Ag system. The interactions
were modeled using an EAM interaction potential with parameters fitted by Williams et
al.[93], which has been used in the study of mechanical properties of CuAg structures.
The nanostructures considered for this study are six structures, which are small and
large arrangements of 4213 (∼ 5 nm diameter) and 10000 atoms (∼ 6.5 nm diameter)
respectively, with concentrations of 10% 50% and 90% of Cu. Since, there are not
miscible bulk phases for this system [88], only segregated structures are considered. The
segregated structures considered for this study follow the motifs presented in section 3.2;
which are all possible core-shell configurations, such as Cu core with Ag shell (Cu@Ag)
and vice-versa (Ag@Cu), and the Janus configuration.
Optimization results
After the optimization over all initial configurations, different energies were obtained
for the final structures, which are showed in the table 2.1. These energies show that
core-shell initial configurations reach the lowest energy states for all cases, except for
90% Cu concentration. In this particular concentration the morphologies of core-shell
and Janus initial arrangements reach similar morphologies, which are categorised as core36

Table 2.1: Cu-Ag energies relative to lowest energy configuration
Energy difference(meV/atom)
N
Cu % Cu@Ag Ag@Cu
10
0.00
4.07
4213
50
0.00
12.67
90
0.39
25.00
10
0.00
8.84
10000
50
0.00
17.35
90
0.62
25.67

Janus
7.74
9.13
0.00
1.94
3.08
0.00

shell structures because of the core-shell segregation presented by the elements involved
(see figure 2.10). In the table 2.1 is worth notice that core-shell Cu@Ag and Janus
initial structures reach configurations with lower energy differences as the size increases,
contrary to the energy difference increase in Ag@Cu.
Figure 2.10 shows the different morphologies for the lowest energy structures along
all concentrations and sizes. The atom distributions in all the structures involved show
a core-shell distribution with Cu located in the core. This includes the structures with
a 90% of Cu, which used Janus structures as initial configurations, therefore Janus
CuAg nanoparticles are not stable at high Cu concentrations. In other concentrations
all configurations are clearly differentiated. This differentiation is still present at low
Cu concentrations, where energy differences are considerably low and get lower with the
larger size, therefore the result suggest that core-shell and Janus stable structures may
exist at bigger sizes.
The structural differences between core-shell and Janus structures found are shown
in figure 2.11. In this figure can be seen a cross-section and a heat map with the
elemental distribution of Cu and Ag in the large nanoparticles with 10% and 50% of
Cu concentration. The main morphology differences that can be seen in core-shell and
Janus structures are the elemental distribution and Cu shape in the nanoparticle. These
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Figure 2.10: Cross section of lowest structures along all sizes and concentrations.
shape differences can be seen in the Janus structures, where Cu present a less spherical
distribution than core-shell Cu cores, while is still covered by a thin silver layer.
The structures obtained in CuAg nanoparticle systems prefer the formation of Cu
motifs coated with Ag, because the lowest structures found involve at least a thing Ag
layer surrounding a Cu cluster.
Experiment comparison
Different nanostructures of general formula Agx Cuy were synthesized by Rafael Freire
at Universidad de Santiago de Chile. The synthesis followed a chemical reduction proccess described by Yu et al.[94] The coefficients x and y denote the theoretical chemical
composition, which are 0.1, 0.5 or 0.9. These synthesized nanoparticles were characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), energydispersive X-ray (EDX), selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and high-angle annular
dark-field imaging (HAADF) techniques to compare the synthesis with computational results. These characterizations were obtained thanks to the collaborations of Rafael Freire,
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10% Cu

50% Cu

Figure 2.11: Heat map of element distribution for large CuAg nanoparticle systems
(10000 atoms) for 10% (left) and 50% Cu (right). Below the heat maps there are
cross-sections of their respective nanoparticles.
Loreto Troncoso (Universidad Austral), Ana Laura Elías and Kazu Fujisawa (Penn State
University, USA).
The obtained diffraction patterns are displayed in Fig. 2.12(a-c). The black line
denotes the observed data (Obs), while the red and blue lines represent the calculated
data (Cal) and the difference (Diff) between, i.e. Obs minus Calc, respectively. For all
samples, main peaks at 38, 43, 45, 51, 65, 74, 78 and 82Â◦ . These results suggest the
aggregation of Cu and Ag in a face-centered cubic (fcc) crystal structure [95].
In figure 2.12(d-i) are presented the result of TEM and SAED characterizations. The
SAED ring patterns evidence the presence of both Ag and Cu fcc crystalline structure
in all concentrations. On the other hand, TEM images show different results for each
concentration. The 90% Cu (Fig. 2.12d/g) displays an agglomeration of smaller NPs
with different contrast and irregular morphology, which suggest the existence of agglomerated Cu and Ag nanoparticles. Once the Cu concentration decreases below 50% of the
NPs composition, faceted NPs (Fig.2.12e-f/h-i) can be observed, which indicate the Ag
content as the main factor to obtain a regular morphology. According to the literature
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90% Cu

10% Cu

50% Cu

90% Cu

50% Cu

10% Cu

90% Cu

50% Cu

10% Cu

Figure 2.12: XRD pattern obtained for (a) 90% Cu, (b) 50% Cu and (c) 10% Cu.
The black and red line denotes the experimental and calculated data, while the blue
line represents the difference between them. The vertical green lines correspond to the
allowed Bragg reflections; TEM images of the AgCu bimetallic NPs at low (d – f) and
high (g – i) magnifications. The identification of each NPs is displayed in the micrograph.
The inset om the low magnifications micrographs display the SAED pattern. The images
were obtained thanks to the colaboration of R. Freire and L. Troncoso
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50% Cu

10% Cu

Figure 2.13: HAADF and EDS images over (a-d) 50% Cu and (e-h) 10% Cu samples.
Four plots are presented for each sample: (a/e) HAADF, (b/f) Ag-EDS, (c/g) Cu-EDS
and (d/h) O-EDS. The images were obtained thanks to the colaboration of A. Elías and
K. Fujisawa.
[89] and our simulations, the most stable atomic arrangement for AgCu clusters in the
nanometer size range is Cu@Ag. Therefore, in our case, it seems that Ag content is starting to encapsulate the Cu atoms. Although, the encapsulation process was not efficient
at 50% Cu, since smaller NPs can also be observed outside the core in Fig.2.12h.
To further identify the elemental composition of nanostructures, HAADF and EDS
analysis are shown in figure 2.13 over 50% Cu and 10% Cu samples. For both samples,
Ag-EDS shows concentrated spots of Ag. Also, Cu-EDS presents a Cu distribution more
segregated in 50% Cu than in 10% Cu. There is also a larger presence of O in the 10%
Cu than in 50% Cu sample, which may be due that the latest were taken several weeks
before the former. The overall results for these two concentrations present distributions
patterns similar to the Janus structures presented in the heat map in figure 2.11, therefore
the structures obtained are generally Janus structures.
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Discussion
CuAg nanoparticle systems were synthesized and simulated with 10%, 50% and 90%
Cu concentrations. Our theoretical simulations presented core-shell configurations as
the most stable for all concentrations in the nanoparticle systems. Even though, Janus
structures were found as close candidates, which energies got closer to core-shell configurations as their size increases. On the other hand, synthesized results showed dispersed
nanoparticles for 50% and 10% Cu concentrations under TEM measurements. The XRD
and EDX analysis confirmed the bimetallic composition of the structures. Additionally,
EDX analysis showed elemental distribution patterns similar to Janus simulated structures. The merged information of theoretical simulations and experimental synthesis
suggest that Janus structures are the result of a coalescence process between Ag and Cu
that fell into a local minima with Janus morphology.

2.2.3

FeNi

FeNi nanoparticle systems are an interesting setup to explore magnetic properties in
bimetallic nanoparticle systems, where their magnetic properties are dependent on shape
and composition [96, 97]. A recent study already have synthesized these systems with
controlled size and composition [97]. At theoretical level, DFT studies have shown that
different concentrations favored determined morphologies and atomic distributions [98].
This study over FeNi nanoparticles is used to test the methodology proposed in
section 2.1 over bimetallic systems that allows stable alloy motifs at bulk sizes. This
system requires a slightly different approach than the one taken in previous section for
FeCu and CuAg. In this case, additional structures are generated using alloy bulk lattices
along with bcc-Fe and fcc-Ni ones.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.14: Examples of alloy (a) Janus and (b) core-shell initial structures.
Initial alloy settings
Initial systems will be constructed to get an structure with 10000 atoms and 50% Fe
concentration. The alloy bulk lattices are generated based on literature bulk phases [99].
These reported lattices bulk phases FeNi3 , FeNi and Fe3Ni have a fcc crystal structure.
These lattices will not match exactly the number of atoms to get the desired concentration
and size. Therefore, a partial alloy spherical cut will be generated limited by the atoms
required for each element, in this particular case, to 5000 Ni or Fe atoms. The additional
atoms will be added as a single element shell or complementary elemental nanoparticle
(see Figure 2.14). These modified initial configurations form an additional set of initial
structures that follows the same Janus and core-shell motifs visited in previous sections,
but one of their elements is an alloy mix of atoms.
This new set is added to the initial structures pool and then optimized following the
same procedure discussed in section 2.1.
Modeling results
The molecular dynamic annealing cycle energies are shown in figure 2.15, which shows
a considerable energy difference between completely segregated structures (core-shell
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Figure 2.15: Energies from annealing minimization cycles for FeNi
and Janus) and some configurations built with FeNi3 alloy lattices. The alloy structure
generated with the FeNi lattice does not appear because it is not stable enough to get
into a non-melted minima with a reasonable amount of cycles.
These energy differences are expected because the alloy lattice reduce considerably
the energy of non-surface atoms.
In figure 2.16 the three lowest energy configurations are shown. Figures 2.16b/c
present a some Ni atoms mixing with the Fe section of the nanoparticle. This behavior
is clear evidence of a transitional structure into a lower configuration state. This mixing
behavior is not present in Figure 2.16a. There is also evidence of these transitions in the
energy cycles, where the search do not show major improvements in energy values.
Discussion
The FeNi results show the importance of including all viable initial configurations to
search in the configuration landscape. These results also show that the use of bulk stable
states is a key factor to help searching in these nanoparticle sizes, where atomic energy
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Figure 2.16: (up) Heat map showing Fe (red) Ni (green) elements along with (down)
their respective structure cross-sections. The structures presented are the final configurations of (a) CS FeNi3 @Fe, (b) Janus FeNi3 and (c) Janus initial configurations.
contributions are more similar to bulk energies and surface energies.

2.3

Neural Networks application: Improving the searching of minimal structures

In some cases the energy calculations for some materials are not described properly by
interatomic potentials, such as Au. One of the main distinctively features of Au systems,
respect to other metals, is its relativistic effects [100], where an electronic description
is necessary to obtain some of the unusual morphologies such as planar or caged/like
structures. These morphologies are usually correlated to environmental conditions such
as a substrate, temperature, and growing time [101], or related to closed electronic
shells of pure and ligand-covering endings of Au clusters [102]. However, if we want
to explore local potential minima in the potential energy surface (PES) it becomes a
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tough problem, because of the number of isomers could increase rapidly with the number
N of atoms like exp(N) or even higher. Although, searching for gold global minimum
structures has been previously studied following different approaches, these studies have
been mainly focused on small clusters [103, 104] or specific atomic numbers [105, 106,
107]. In the case of unsupported clusters, Soler et al. found unusual structures with
lower symmetry, for different cluster sizes (38, 55 and 57 atoms), strongly dependent
on non-pairwise interactions and its tendency to reduce bonds at the surface, compared
to the expected compact ordered geometries[104]. In a similar approach, Deka et al.
studied the stability and electronic properties of small Aun clusters (n=2-13), following
a Density functional theory approach, with BLYP functional and generalized gradient
approximation (GGA), and finding minimum energy structures with planar, hollow and
compact morphologies[108, 109]. Similar results have been obtained with a classical
approach based on a Gupta potential applied to small gold clusters [110], obtaining
disordered stable isomers after a genetic-evolutive algorithm is used.
This section is focused on the comparison of minimal structures obtained using interatomic potentials and neural network potentials (NNPs). The work in this section has
been made in collaboration with Alexey Kolmogorov, Samad Hajinazar, and Aidan Thorn
from Binghamton University, USA.

2.3.1

Methodology

This work requires to train a NNP for Au using DFT energies calculated for a dataset of
nanoparticles and bulk structures. The NNP are implemented and trained using MAISE
software, which has been used previously in Cu-Ag, Cu-Pt and Ag-Pt systems.[51, 111]
The MAISE computational package [51] considers the Behler-Parrinello symmetry functions to replicate the atomic environment for arbitrary bulk systems or nanoparticles. The
neural network model was trained using a dataset of 3235 DFT evaluated gold structures
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of sizes up to 80 atoms, which follows the same procedure used in [51] for single element
systems. The train energy error had converged to 9.084 meV/Atom and the test energy
error had reached 6.531 meV/Atom.
Evolutionary search
As it was mentioned in chapter 1, the large dimensionality of the surface results in a
structurally diverse set of minima so numerous that it proves infeasible to evaluate the
energy of each metastable state using density functional theory. Explorations of the
PES for the global minima can be performed using an evolutionary search methodology
which treats the clusters as population members of a tribe which evolves over a series of
generations. At each generation, the structures undergo ionic relaxation using a chosen
energy calculation. The fitness function which determines each structure’s probability to
survive and produce offspring is the model’s evaluated energy. The energy calculation
also have to reduce its computational cost for these searches because the evaluations
must be done over a large number of structutres.
Using a trained neural network as the energy calculation, the search for low energy
structures can be accelerated while maintaining an adecuate degree of agreement with
DFT. Neural networks are learning machines which excel at interpolation between data
points and pattern recognition. Training a neural network model using DFT-evaluated
data constructs a PES for the neural network model which closely resembles the DFT
PES. Using this NN model, an evolutionary search can be performed to find stable
structures at the NN level, which are then relaxed with DFT to reach the minima of the
DFT PES.
Multitribe co-evolutionary searches are an extension of the evolutionary search method
which evolves a range of sizes in parallel.[51] Existing structures are periodically exchanged
between neighboring sizes in the form of “seeds”, which allow structural motifs to develop
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in isolation and then be exchanged with neighbors.
These searches were performed using our NNP and two EAM potentials on gold
clusters with a size range of 30 to 80 atoms. The searches had a population of 100
structures, and each exchanged seeds with its neighbors every ten generations. The
searches with the classical potentials concluded after 400 generations, but the neural
network search was concluded after 250 generations to preserve computational resources,
and because the change in energy of the population across generations had become
negligible.
The EAM potentials used parameters from the works of Wu et al.[112] and Olsson
[113]. The first potential, labeled as “Gupta” potential, is used with a different first
(0)

neighbor equilibrium distance (rij = 2.884 Å ). The second EAM potential is labeled as
“EAM”.
While the NN and Gupta potentials were implemented into the MAISE software
package directly, the EAM interatomic potential was used with the LAMMPS software
package [63].
Collection of suitable population members
After the search had concluded for each model, structures from each population were
selected for evaluation using DFT. This collection is made to avoid that skip structures
with a small energy differences that may be the lower energy structures at DFT level.
For each size of the search, a pool of suitable metastable structures was selected.
The criteria for selection of these structures was based on their energy above the ground
state of each search and their morphological similarity. The structures are chosen with
an energy window above the ground state, where only structures within this window are
selected. To avoid duplicates and ensure diversity of structures, a similarity cutoff is used.
This is quantified as the dot product of the radial distribution function of each state, which
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describes the distribution of atoms from the center of the cluster. This implementation
ensures rotational invariance, and dot products of the RDF of two structures give an
indication of their similarity. For each search, pools were generated using a similarity
cutoff of 98% and an energy window large enough to allow many different structures to
be chosen. At first, the Gupta, EAM, and NN pools only had five structures, but the NN
pool was later expanded to contain 60 structures. All of the structures in the Gupta and
EAM pools were relaxed with DFT-PBE, as well as the five state NN pool, but due to the
large size of the 60-state NN pool, performing DFT relaxations of each state would prove
very time consuming. To preserve computational resources, DFT static calculations were
performed on each state of the NN pool, and those structures with an energy within a
10 meV/Atom window of the lowest energy state were selected for further relaxation.
DFT settings
The DFT package used for energy evaluation of the evolutionary search minima was the
Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [114, 115]. The PBE exchange-correlation
functional [41, 42] was used with a Projector Augmented Wave pseudopotential [116],
as well as a Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh [117] with one k-point at the center of the Brillioun
Zone. The relaxation process involved a initial static calculation using an energy cutoff of
500.0 eV for the plane waves, then a relaxation with a lower energy cutoff of 229.948 eV
(the default set for the “accurate” option using this parametrization). After relaxation
another static calculation was performed with an energy cutoff of 500.0 eV. The reasoning
behind this method was to use more accurate calculations at the beginning and end
for energy comparisons, and less accurate settings for relaxation to save computational
resources.
The simulation box size for all of the clusters was set to 20 Angstroms during relaxation. To test if the interaction between neighboring image clusters would significantly
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alter energy, structures with image neighbor distances shorter than 7 Angstroms had
their box sizes expanded from 20 Angstroms to 25 Angstroms. Static DFT calculations
performed on the expanded versions showed that there was no energy difference greater
than 0.26 meV/Atom between the expanded and original versions. For the sake of consistency, all static DFT calculations for the final system energies were performed at a 25
Angstrom box size.
Morphology classification
The 60-state NN pool was used to analyze the morphology across all sizes studied. The
classification involved a combined use of atomic coordination values, to select specific
atoms, and point groups, to determine the symmetry of the selected atoms.
The selection of atoms used the coordination values within a cutoff of 3.2 Angstroms.
Three categories were considered to perform symmetry calculations: “high” corresponding to highly coordinated atoms (12), and their first nearest neighbors; “mid” considering
all atoms except low coordinated ones (above 7); and “all” where all atoms are included.
Symmetry calculations followed the procedure given by Pilati & Forni and implemented in the SYMMOL computational package [118]. The results will be summarized
into 5 symmetry families, without considering the amorphous structures (No symmetry or
none), ordered from lowest to highest order: “C” the rotation and reflection family; “D”
the dihedral symmetry family; “T” the tetrahedral symmetry family; “O” the octahedral
symmetry family; and “I” the icosahedral symmetry family.
The idea of this classification is to find symmetry from the core to the surface of the
cluster, avoiding incomplete surface layers.
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of the DFT-relaxed energies of the minima of the NN model
search, the EAM search, and the Gupta model search. Labels under the NN points
represent the energy ranking at the neural network level, where one is the ground state.

2.3.2

Results

Search comparisons
Energy comparisons were performed between the most stable state from the NN, Gupta
and the EAM 5-state pools. Figure 2.17 shows that the NN search found lower energy
structures for almost all sizes when comparing pools of equal size. When using the full
60-state NN pool, the NN search shows lower energy structures for all sizes. However,
the ground state at the NN level often did not match with the DFT ground state, often
being beyond the first ten members of the pool. This fact forces us to accept that
there may be even more stable structures hidden deeper within the population that were
simply erroneously classified in energy by the neural network. Extracting these possible
structures would require even further expansion of the pool of candidate structures, and
greater computational demands due to DFT evaluation of the structures.
It is of significant importance that the NN structures were not only lower in energy,
but they also underwent much smaller changes in energy during DFT relaxation compared
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Figure 2.18: Histogram describing DFT energy differences between static and relaxed
structures. The structures found using the search with the NN model were generally
much closer to DFT PES minima than the structures found with the Gupta potential.
The inset plot is a graphical depiction of example states from the Gupta and NN searches
on the DFT PES.
to the structures from classical searches, as shown in Figure 2.18. This indicates that
the NN structures were much closer to the DFT minima than the classical structures. In
addition, the distribution of Gupta and EAM energy change was much larger than the
distribution of NN energy changes.
Morphology investigation
Morphology of the different minima states obtained from 60-state NN pool were investigated. These symmetry analisys considered the NN results and their DFT relaxed
versions.
The point groups for both versions are presented in Figure 2.19. Each point corresponds to the highest symmetry found among all categories at each structure. The
color represents the maximum symmetry found in the structure and the shape shows the
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Figure 2.19: Relative energy per atom of gold clusters calculated at ANN and DFT
levels as a function of size, with isomers classified according to their point groups.
coordination category where it was found. These points are ploted using their number
of atoms and the energy difference from the lowest energy at their respective size.
In general, the optimized candidates and their DFT relaxation show similar features
when they are compared at each size, being DFT relaxed energies always lower than ANN
results with a mean difference of 7.5 meV/atom.
If we consider the lowest energy at each size, the results show small clusters (3033 atoms) preferring C symmetries with low coordination, and associated with hollow
structures (see Figure 2.20a). From 35 to 56, we have obtained low and mid coordination
atoms with zero, C, D and T symmetries, which indicates core atoms effects as the size
is increased (see Figure 2.20b). Clusters from 57 to 70 show disordered structures with
mainly amorphous (see Figure 2.20c), and few C and D symmetries. Finally, gold clusters
between 71 and 80 atoms with high coordination adopted icosahedral symmetry (Ih),
corresponding mainly to the core structure (see Figure 2.20d).
For the non-lowest energy structures, amorphous symmetries are still found at all
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a) Au 32: ALL - C

b) Au 43: MID - T

c) Au 61: NONE (C1) d) Au 73: HIGH - I

Figure 2.20: Minima energy structures obtained for DFT relaxed 60-state NN pool at
different sizes: a) hollow-small 32 atom gold cluster, b) 43 atom cluster with tetrahedric
mid-coordinated core, c) an amorphous 61 atom and d) 73 atom with a icosahedral high
coordinated core. The green atoms were considered to obtain the calculated symmetry.
Amorphous structures do not show green atoms because no symmetry was found.
sizes, while low symmetries (C and D) were classified, respect to size-coordination, as:
small-low, medium-mid, and large-high, respectively. T and O symmetries were found for
37-55 (with mid coordination) and from 69-80 cluster sizes (high coordination), and Ih
only appeared above 69 atoms. When analyzing the motifs obtained by Schebarchov et
al.[119], we can see highly coordinated clusters and symmetries going from C and D at
small clusters until D and O groups for large sizes, associated to fcc lattice. These results
are clearly different in our case and are mainly a direct consequence of the empirical
Gupta potential being unable to consider relativistic effects and therefore to make a
correct prediction of stable morphologies. Respect to the comparison for specific and
commonly studied cluster sizes, such as 32, 34, 55 and 58. For example for Au32,
Johansson predicted I point group [105], while our findings describe a lower C symmetry
order. For Au34, Chiriki found a stable configuration with D [120], more symmetric than
the D group of our cluster. Additionally, for Au55, Schebarchov and Piotrowski [121]
obtained D and disordered core cluster (C), and our predicted minimum has a C point
group. Finally, for 58 atoms, Chiriki and Ouyang [106] obtained minima structures with
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D symmetries, in contrast to our amorphous minimum cluster.

2.3.3

Discussion

This study shows NN together with an evolutionary searching allows for the exploration
of the PES for an entire range of sizes at once, and our NN model is easily transferable to
other sizes of clusters of gold, as well as bulk structures. Using a pool of five metastable
structures per size for each search, the NN model search found more stable structures
compared to the classical potential structures for all sizes except 34, 46, 47, and 59.
Using a pool of 60 metastable structures for the NN model allowed it to surpass the
other models for all sizes, but it is uncertain whether using the same treatment with the
Gupta and EAM searches would allow them to produce more stable structures for some
sizes. The search with the Gupta potential produced equivalent or more stable structures
than the published structures by Wu et al, which used equivalent Gupta parameters and
the dynamic lattice matching method to find stable structures. The structures found with
the NN potential were also generally more stable than the structures published by Wales
et al. This type of unconstrained search using a neural network model on a large range
of cluster sizes is a emerging method, yet we were able to produce competing structures
compared to other studies which only investigated specific sizes. An investigation into
the hollow cage morphology was performed for small size clusters. It was found that
obtained cage structures for size 30-33 were stable at the DFT level, while the classical
potentials only had solid structures in their morphology.
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Chapter 3
Mechanical and structural properties
in one-dimensional nanostructures
In one-dimensional structures, contrary to nanoparticles, there are only two dimensions
constrained to the nanoscale, because now exists periodicity in one dimension. These
structures present a more different shape than a sphere, compared with nanoparticles,
which implies that they are meta-stable structures, according to the simple energy model
presented in chapter one. Theoretical modeling in these structures considers initial cylindrical structures, instead of spherical, to impose periodicity in one dimension. Additionally, the local search in the PES is simplified using a structural thermalization, since
the desired structure is previously provided. In this chapter, motivated by the evidence
of synthesized polycrystalline Ni nanotubes, we study, using molecular dynamics simulations, the mechanical properties of bimetallic FeNi nanowires during the uniaxial tensile
and compressive deformation. In order to compare the combined effect of both metals,
we first study the stress-strain curve, grain boundary rotation, planar defect populations
and the fracture mechanism of isolated nanowire and nanotube systems under tension
and compression, with the same lengths and diameters.
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3.1

Metallic nanotubes/nanowires under mechanical
deformation

Nanomaterials such as nanotubes (NT), nanowires (NW) and pillars with different crystallinity are very promising structures, due to their combined mechanical and electronic
properties, even under axial tensile stress [122]. In particular, considerable attention is
focused on nanotubes because of their two easy-to-modify surfaces and a lesser weight
than nanowires, making them attractive candidates to build reliable electromechanical
devices and less prone to sedimentation for biological applications or ferrofluids [123].
In this context, there are several theoretical and experimental reports referring to the
mechanical response of monocrystalline nanowires and nanotubes, obtaining in general,
a sharp fall in the stress-strain curve reported in the plastic deformation zone based on
the nucleation of alternating dislocations [124, 125, 126, 127, 128]. In particular, Huang
et al. studied the tensile strain effect on fcc nickel nanowires, finding a stress-strain
response with identical trend respect to polycrystalline metals [129]. Also, mechanical
properties of metallic tubes have been studied both theoretical and experimentally, for
example, Seo et al. considered the grain size effect on the flow stress of hollow Ni pillars
[130], while Xu et al. studied the asymmetry of tensile-compressive loading of tungsten
nanotubes, as well as the different regimes of thin and thick walls [131]. Also, Wang
et al. observed significant nucleation of dislocations for twinned Ni NW under bending
[132], while Cao et al. detected partial dislocations in Au nanotubes with thin walls (1
or 2 nm) [126]. Nanowires and nanotubes can be synthesized by several techniques such
as electrospinning, electrochemical deposition, chemical vapor deposition, and atomic
layer deposition, among others [133, 134, 135, 123]. In particular, the nanotubes synthesized by electrodeposition techniques are not pure crystalline structures but contain
grains [136], that could affect their mechanical properties such as Young’s modulus or
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the plastic zone regimes, where a non-abrupt fall in the stress-strain curve is observed
for nanowires [137]. Besides, different kinds of planar defects, such as stacking faults
(SF) and twins, could be obtained by the grain boundaries (GB) [138, 139, 140], moving
through the grains and interacting among them, affecting the fracture mechanism of the
nanotubes under applied stress.

3.1.1

Methodology

A detailed study of a polycrystalline NT was made using atomistic simulations, which is
supported by the experimental evidence and synthesis protocols presented in this work.
Here, it is important to mention that the experimental diameters are in general larger than
those considered in our simulations. However, we expect that our results presented here
could be extrapolated without loss of generality, as far as the NT and NW comparison is
concerned.
Computational Method
Atomistic simulations of polycrystalline Ni nanotubes under uniaxial tensile load have been
studied by means of molecular dynamics simulations using the LAMMPS code.[141] The
interaction between Ni atoms was modeled using an embedded atom method (EAM)
potential,[142] with a parameterization given by Mishin et al.[143] Extensive validation
of the mechanical properties using this potential has been already reported for metals
such as Cu and Ni.[144, 145, 146, 147, 148] The simulated nanotube was built from a
nanocrystalline Ni bulk sample with a mean grain size of 5 nm, where its nanocrystalline
structure was created by means of a Voronoi Tessellation algorithm, and then relaxed
with the same procedure reported for other nanocrystalline materials, such as, Cu,[139]
Fe,[149] and diamond.[150, 151] From this relaxed structure, a nanotube was created by
cutting two concentric cylinders with internal and external radii given in the nanocrys58

talline sample, obtaining nanotubes with different thicknesses. In order to diminish the
boundary effect, three different axial lengths were considered, defining a form factor (FF)
as the ratio between the axial length and the diameter of the nanostructure. Due to the
artificial cut used in the construction of the nanotube, remnant stress produced by the
surface cut or cavity presence is expected. Therefore, the potential energy and stress of
the nanotube were reduced in a two steps process: First, a conjugate gradient optimization, allowing a box-size adjustment is used to relieve stress and reduce energy. Then, to
allow surface reconstruction and grain boundary accommodation, a relaxation at 300 K
using a velocity rescale algorithm coupling with a zero pressure barostat in z-axis during
100 ps was performed. In this way, we obtain nanotubes with an axial pressure component lower than 10-5 GPa. The uniaxial tensile loading was performed along the z-axis
with a strain rate of 108 s-1. During the load, NT temperature is held at 300 K using a
velocity rescale algorithm with a timestep of 1.0 fs.
Defects and dislocations analysis were carried out by using a common neighbor analysis (CNA) and DXA algorithm,[152] both methods implemented in OVITO software.[153]
Stress values were computed by LAMMPS, considering a volume correction calculated
by OVITO construct surface mesh calculation. A more accurate defect classification
was obtained with the Crystallographic Analysis Tool (CAT) code, [152] and the local
crystallographic orientation (LCO) method.[154] These codes are prepared by a set of
algorithms which, through a previously established pattern database, allows the identification of planar defects such as, stacking faults or twin boundaries, and grain orientation
analysis of polycrystals, among others.
Experimental evidence
To support the fact that nanotubes and nanowires can become polycrystalline, Ni nanotubes within the pores of a porous alumina membrane by the atomic layer deposition
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Figure 3.1: (a) TEM image of a freestanding Ni nanotube released from AAO template
with a wall thickness of about 14 nm. (b) Modeled polycrystalline Ni nanotube and
size distribution for Ni grains. Experimental images obtaines in collaboration with Juan
Escrig, Juan Luis Palma and Alejandro Pereira
(ALD) technique [134] has been synthesized with an anodization process. The synthesis
of Ni nanotubes is possible thank to the collaboration with Juan Escrig, Juan Luis Palman and Alejando Pereira. From the synthesis, NiO nanotubes are transformed into Ni
nanotubes following a thermal reduction process. Finally, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy were carried out to investigate the morphology of nanotubes.

3.1.2

Mechanical deformation of Ni NT and NW under tensile
strain

The mechanical properties of Ni nanotubes were evaluated and compared with Ni nanowires.
Experimental evidence of polycrystalline nanotube is also shown identifying similar features compared to the modeled structures.
The morphological characterization of an experimentally synthesized and isolated
nanotube is shown in Figure 3.1a. We can see the morphology of the polycrystalline
nanotube, constituted by grains with an average diameter size of 5.5 nm. In order to
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Figure 3.2: (a) Stress-strain curves for Ni polycrystalline NT and NW at different
thickness. (b) Polycrystalline Ni NT with FF 4.8 under different applied strain, showing
the FCC (green) and HCP (red) detected atoms by common neighbor analysis.
simulate and evaluate the mechanical properties of Ni nanotubes, we have considered
polycrystalline nickel nanotubes as depicted in Figure 3.1b, with an average grain size
of 3.5 nm, smaller than the experimental evidence. This feature is attributed to the
modeling setup, where an original cubic periodic system containing grains with 5 nm size
was used to carve a nanotube with an outer radius of 11 nm and three possible inner
radii of 3.5, 5 and 8.5 nm, respectively, and promoting the formation of smaller grains.
Grain boundaries in modeled NT are not shown in the relaxed structure (Figure 3.1b) for
better identification of grains.
Once the nanotube is prepared, we applied a uniaxial tensile loading to obtain the
stress-strain behavior for polycrystalline Ni nanotubes. The results obtained with FF 1.6,
4.8 and 6.4 revealed a fracture point at a tensile strain of 60, 21 and 19 respectively,
being the first one mainly attributed to finite size effects. From these results we have
chosen to continue our simulation with a FF of 4.8 for the rest of the study, avoiding
periodic boundary effects (FF 1.6) and larger systems with higher computational cost
(FF 6.4). Figure 3.2a shows the stress-strain curves comparing the NW (black line) and
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NTs response with different thickness (thk): 2.5 (green), 5 (red) and 7.5 nm (blue),
corresponding to a 40.3%, 70.2% and 89.9% of the NW volumetric mass respectively.
Additionally, Figure 3.2b shows the common neighbor analysis (CNA) of NT with thk=5
nm, depicting FCC (green) and HCP (red) atoms. We observe that NW and NT behave
very similar in the elastic zone, with Young’s modulus between 140 GPa and 142 GPa,
for NW and NT, respectively while the yield strength is the same for all cases. Different
mechanical behavior is observed in at larger strains, finding a fracture point at a tensile
strain of 21, 21, 23 and 27% for thickness values of 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 11 nm respectively. We
must emphasize that in our simulations, despite the NW including GBs, we do not observe
a completely brittle fracture due to GB decohesion, but also a ductile fracture promoted
by grain GB sliding and necking, as seen in the Figure 3.2b. This fracture process is
somewhat unlike to what was reported by Srolovitz and coworkers for nanocrystalline Ni
wires, where a ductile to brittle transition is expected for a nanowire with a larger aspect
ratio compared to our case.[137]
In order to obtain a better understanding of the deformation under strain in polycrystalline Ni nanotubes, we have calculated the atomic displacement at different strains for
this nanostructure using OVITO’s displacement modifier. Here, before the displacements,
an affine mapping of the reference set, respect to the current simulation box of NT with
thk of 5nm (see Figure 3.3a) is performed. Here the greatest magnitude of displacement,
with respect to the initial positions, is located around the fracture zone. In addition, the
applied strain promotes grain boundary activity ranging from a general displacement at 5
%, shown as a clear peak in Figure 3.3a, to the formation of two and more displacement
peaks at 16 and 21 %, being these groups shown in blue, green and red related to small,
medium and large changes respectively. This information is emphasized in Figure 3.3b,
where the atomic displacement is depicted at different strain intensities. The higher
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Figure 3.3: Displacement analysis of a NT with a thk=5nm. Blue, green and red colors
represent small, medium and large displacements respectively.
displacement is located around the breaking zone and clearly seen at 16 % and 21 %.
We also calculated the radial displacement, finding one clear peak shifted up to 0.3 nm
in the radial direction, with the same behavior for NT and NW. Finally, both the inner
and outer radii of the nanotube are reduced during the tensile strain, which is confirmed
by the necking effect observed around the fracture region, while for the NW a slightly
reduced diameter is obtained up to the breaking point.
Figure 3.4 shows the local grain orientation for thin NT (thk=5nm) and NW, obtained
from atomistic analysis of crystal structure and defects.[154] Here the crystallographic
orientations of each grain (in this case a FCC lattice) are defined as red [001], green [011]
and blue [111]. The transition of NT from 5% to 16% shows localized grain coarsening
together with partial grain rotation (see labeled grains 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 3.4). Further
grain rotation in NT leads to intergranular fracture at a high-angle grain boundary (16%),
which grows thanks to additional grain rotation (21% and 23%).
Most of the nanotube grains remain with the same orientation, at both sides of
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Figure 3.4: Local crystallographic orientation of the grains in a NW and a NT with
thk=5nm at different percentages of strain. Grains are depicted and colored to visualize
crystallographic orientation in FCC lattice (red=[001], green=[011], blue=[111]). The
highest strain for NT and NW is 23 % and 27 %, respectively.
the fracture region. In contrast, the NW transition shows a dominance of the plastic
necking of grains (from 16 % to 27 %), similar to the results reported by Wu et al.[137]
Additionally, labeled grains 4, 5 and 6 show a clear rotation of the polycrystalline NW
during necking phase.

3.1.3

Dislocation analysis

In order to understand the mechanisms involved in the plastic regime and the fracture
of thin NT, we study the population of defects present in NT and NW as a function
of the deformation. It should be noticed, that a considerable fraction of SF and twin
boundaries are created after the sample relaxation. The ultra-small grain size and large
GB area allow the nucleation of hcp planes in many grains.
The nucleation and growth of planar defects are illustrated in Figure 3.5a depicting
the local change of planar defects as a function of strain, and relative to the NT with 0
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Figure 3.5: (a) Planar defects analysis for thin NT and NW. Counts were considered
in a specific zone of 30 nm around the fracture region. (b) CAT of NT with thk=5nm
depicting the most relevant planar defects in the NT at different strains. Transparent
region delimits the NT inner and outer radii, while the colors depict twins (blue), simple
stacking faults (orange). FCC and grain boundary atoms were removed for a better
description.
% of strain. In particular, this graph shows that although the SF formation is observed
for both geometries, the increase, at high strains, of twin boundary percentage of the
NT is remarkably higher than in NW. In Figure 3.5b, planar defects for different strain
rates are displayed observing that even at small strains exist evidence of glide planes, a
condition that in the crystalline counterpart determine the onset of plasticity. However,
in polycrystalline NT and NW, the largest partial dislocation emitted is confined by the
grains and/or the NT wall thickness so that any of these plastic events are negligible at
lower strain rates. Figure 3.5a shows that the onset of SF and twin generation occurs
even at very low strains. For grains below 5nm, GB activity is expected to dominate over
dislocation-based plasticity.[155] Due to the small grain size, leading partial dislocations
are emitted and propagated throughout the entire grain, without emission of a trailing
dislocation which would generate a full dislocation. Partial dislocations emitted in three
consecutive planes would lead to nanotwins. Figure 3.5a shows that the stacking fault
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and twin boundaries are emitted by equal at strains below 10 %. This behavior is
contrary to the observed in single crystals or NC materials of larger grains, where SF
are predominant near to yield point. However, if the strain increase, the twin boundary
formation is predominant over any other defective structure with a maximum relative
value of 5.5 % and remains constant even during the NT failure. On the other hand, the
SFs decrease in number once the NT fracture starts, due to their absorption with the free
surface and the stress relaxation, giving some signals that fracture mechanism is twin
boundary assisted. Here there is a clear accumulation of defective atoms in the necking
region neighborhood, in agreement with displacement localization discussed previously.
Additionally, a local defects count (30nm around the fracture) reveals that between all of
them, a 54% corresponds to twin boundaries. Based on these results, we expected that
NT failure is a twin assisted process.

3.1.4

Mechanical response of Ni NT and NW under compression
strain

The development of lightweight hierarchically metallic nanostructures is an alternative to
obtain novel and unexpected mechanical properties that have been extensively studied in
the last years.[156, 157] Usually, the structure corresponds to a collection of nanotubes
or nanowires, mainly nanocrystalline, self-assembled as building blocks and displayed
in a suitable arrangement that ensures a cooperative response of all its constituents
at a given deformation.[158, 159, 160, 161] Thus, the expressed mechanical properties
are dependent on the nanostructure design, and of the mechanical properties of the
nano-object used for its building.[162] Even though the study of mechanical properties
of metallic c- and nc-NW counts with extensive research among years,[129, 163, 164,
165, 166] unfortunately not same attention has been put in the hollow counterpart,
probably due to lack of experiments in the matter. Nowadays, the development of atomic
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layer deposition technique allows the successful synthesis of nc-NT with an adjustable
combination of geometrical parameters,[134] and nanocrystalline texture close to the 5nm
of grain size. It is worth to notice, that NT is a lightweight version of NW with a higher
surface to volume ratio and lower specific density, features that made them excellent
candidates for catalysis, energy devices and design of novel nanostructures.[167] The use
of NT and NW for nanostructured devices implies to understand how the filaments will
respond under tensile and compressive deformation. In the previous section the study of
Ni nc-NT under tension revealed that nanotubes with a mass reduction close to the 60%
behave similar than nc-NW in the elastic regime and yield strength, with a small difference
in the fracture point. In compression, finite elements models highlighted buckling in
thin-walled nanotubes, but the model does not predict complex defects as dislocations
or grain boundary structure.[168] Molecular dynamics simulations show that crystalline
NW allow stacking faults and twins driven by surface tensile stress, assisted by partials
dislocations.[163] Monk and Farkas [169] show the asymmetric behavior under tensioncompression of nc-NW with 10nm grain size, they conclude that plasticity in NW with a
relatively small diameter is mediated by grain boundary slide over the dislocation activity.
Modeling nc-NW and NTs under experimental conditions implies the inclusion of ultrasmall grain size, where grain boundary activity could be predominant. Additionally, the
high specific surface areas of NT design allows a much rich behavior for grain displacement
and dislocations movement. All in all, in this work we report by means of molecular
dynamics simulations, the combined effect of mechanical compression on polycrystalline
NT and NW with ultrafine Ni grains. We addressed the mechanism followed during
the plastic regime at high compressive deformation, and compare the difference between
nc-NT and nc-NW with the pristine counterparts.
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Methodology
Uniaxial compressive strain is addressed using molecular dynamics simulations employing the LAMMPS code [141]. Ni atoms interaction is modeled with the embedded
atom method potential,[142] with the parametrization proposed by Mishin et al.,[143]
that reproduce several physical quantities such as elastic constants,[170] stacking faults
energy,[171] among others.[172] The nanocrystalline structure was given by cutting NWs
and NTs from a Ni nc-bulk sample with 5nm mean grain size. Nc bulk with an expected
grain size was built employing a Voronoi tessellation algorithm, where this grain size distribution can be achieved in experiments utilizing atomic layer deposition techniques.[134]
Usually, Voronoi constructions give grain boundary structures far from equilibrium; therefore, high energy grain boundaries have to be relaxed to avoid any possible artifact at
the moment to characterize the material mechanical properties. The nc bulk sample was
prepared by removing overlapping of nc bulk, and then the grain boundary structure was
relaxed by means of a zero pressure barostat coupled with a 300 K thermostat, following
the procedure presented by Bringa et al.,[173] further details of this procedure can be
found elsewhere.[150, 151] The NW and NT with the desired radius and thickness are
carved from the nc template and relaxed again with a velocity rescale algorithm at 300K
during 100 ps coupled with a zero pressure barostat in the cylinder axial direction.

3.1.5

Mechanical response under Loading/unloading processes

Uniaxial compression was carried out along the z-axis with a strain rate of 108s-1 and a
timestep of 1.0 fs. The system temperature was held at 300 K during the simulations.
Each nanostructure is then compressed a 30% of its initial length, and defects detection
and visualization were carried out with OVITO code,[153] while dislocations and planar
defect identification were performed with the Dislocation extraction algorithm[153] and
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Figure 3.6: Compression Stress-strain curves for Ni crystalline (upside) and nanocrystalline (downside) NT and NW. Unloading process are depicted from strain 0.1 and 0.15
respectively.
the Crystal analysis Tool.[152] The characterization of the simulated nanotubes and
nanowires is performed by common neighbor analysis (CNA) and DXA algorithm, being
both tools included in OVITO package to study defects and dislocations.
A uniaxial compression is applied until a strain of 0.3, respect to the initial length
is considered, and the stress-strain result is shown in Fig.3.6. Here we can see the
behavior of crystalline NT and NW (Fig. 3.6a), with a characteristic elastic regime with
a monotonic increase going from 0 to 0.9 of applied strain. At this point, we observe a
significant drop in the stress, where the NT has the largest drop (97% compared to 84%
of NW).
In Figure 3.7 we show snapshots from the compression of crystalline NT and NW.
Although both fail brittle around a 0.09 strain, the response just after both reaches the
ultimate strength is different. As mentioned before, the stress drop for NT is bigger than
for the NW. For the case of NT it is quite apparent that the failure is more localized than
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Figure 3.7: Snapshots of crystalline (a) NW and (b) NT under different applied compression strains, showing the FCC (green), BCC (blue) and HCP (red) detected atoms
by common neighbor analysis (CNA).
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Figure 3.8: Snapshots of nanocrystalline (a) NW and (b) NT under different applied
compression strains, depicting the FCC (green), BCC (blue) and HCP (red) detected
atoms by common neighbor analysis (CNA).
in the NW case, a situation that can be observed for a strain of 0.1 and 0.2. In Figure
3.8 we show the compression of nanocrystalline NT and NW. Opposed to the crystalline
cases, the compression response of nanocrystalline NT and NW is quite similar. The
principal difference observed is that the NT reaches a slightly higher ultimate strength at
strain 0.05. Additionally, Figure 3.8 shows that both NT and NW coil under compression.
We have also studied these systems when the applied load is removed at a strain of 0.1
and 0.15 respectively. Inset in Figure 3.6 illustrates the strain-stress curves (segmented
lines) when the crystalline systems are unloading. From this figure we can see that 0.1
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corresponds to a strain after the ultimate stress for our system is reached. We observe
that the crystalline nanotube and nanowire (Figure 3.6a) have a higher residual strain
than the nanocrystalline nanotube and nanowire (Figure 3.6b), i.e., the nanocrystalline
nanotube and nanowire have a best partially elastic behavior than the crystalline nanowire
and nanotube. For crystalline nanotubes and nanowires at a strain of 0.1 (see Figure 3.6),
we observe planes where the atoms are organized like hcp with twin boundary defects.
The creation of these planes prevents bending of these systems. Therefore, the elastic
recovery zone is very small when the crystalline nanowire and nanotubes are unloaded.
However, for nanocrystalline nanotubes and nanowires at a strain of 0.1, there are grain
boundaries where the atoms are forming like hcp with stacking faults and twin boundary
defects. When the systems have this strain, the grain boundaries form a bent nanowire
or nanotube when these grains were reorganized. Then, the crystalline nanotubes and
nanowires have a region where these systems could be partially unbending, i.e., the
residual strain for the nanocrystalline nanotube and nanowire is less than the residual
strain for the crystalline nanotube and nanowire.

3.1.6

Dislocation analysis

From figure 3.9 crystalline and nc structure show a high difference in planar defects
formations. In c-NT and c-NW a compressive strain of 0.7 is required for nucleation
of first planar defects, in both cases is observed that the plasticity onset is assisted by
twinning along the preferential 111 planes. In nc systems, SF and twins are observed
at zero strain, due that the ultrasmall grain size allows the nucleation of faults during
the nc relaxation. Significant difference rise with crystalline cases, where NT and NW
seem to be prone to produce more planar defects as strain gets higher. Additionally,
nc-NT and nc-NW geometry show the same behavior from small strain and until a strain
close to 0.3 is reached, so we conclude that formation of planar defects is dominated
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Figure 3.9: (a) Planar defects analysis for NT and NW. Counts were considered in
a specific zone of XX nm around the fracture region. (b) CAT of NW with thk=5nm
depicting the most relevant planar defects in the NW at different strains.
by the grain boundary structure and not with the tubular or wire design. In contrast
to the nc-NT under tension, a twin dominant fracture is obtained, in compression a
different deformation mechanics is observed at least for nc systems where coiling can
avoid localizations of larger stress concentrations. While in the crystalline systems, the
absence of grain boundary favors detwinning and SF fault absorption on free surfaces at
higher compressions.
It is straightforward that nc-NT and nc-NW softening is attributed to the inverse
Hall-Petch since the grain size does not surpass the 5nm. From Figure 3.10, it is shown
that dislocations are observed at strains lower than 0.2, the high surface stress of the
small grain size allows the formation of partial dislocations at very small loads, however,
plastic activity is not expressed in the strain-stress curves since the larger dislocations line
nucleated cannot surpass the larger grain size. Such small size avoids dislocation pileup
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Figure 3.10: (a) Dislocation density in Ni NT and NW.
and hardening, in fact, a dynamical behavior of dislocation absorption and production is
observed in the grain boundary structure. The dislocations dynamics, in addition to the
grain boundary sliding, are not only responsible of NT and NW softening but also of the
rich and smooth behavior of the stress-strain curve beyond the elastic limit. It worth to
notice, that dislocations density is not zero at e=0.1 while the elastic limit is registered
at lower deformations, the discrepancy attributed to the formation of partial dislocations
are rapidly absorbed by the opposite surface, leading only planar defects as trace.

3.1.7

Summary and conclusions

A theoretical study of the mechanical response of polycrystalline NT and NW has been
performed through elastic and plastic regimes. The modeled NT structure is similar to
the synthesized NT with polycrystalline morphology. We have obtained stacking faults
and twin boundaries emitted by equal at low tensile strains. The stress-strain curve
reveals that NT and NW have a close behavior under moderated uniaxial deformation,
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Figure 3.11: Stacking faults and twinnings
with similar Young modulus and critical stress. However, if the strain is increased, a twin
boundary formation starts to be significant showing evidence of a fracture mechanism as
a twin boundary assisted process. Here the coherent twins formation is higher in thin
NTs than with NW, around the fracture zone. This difference is directly related to a
lower strain required to fracture the NTs than NW. Additionally, the fracture is due to
the defective atoms accumulated in the necking region shown by the atomic displacement
curve under deformation. Also, the NTs studied here with a lesser volumetric mass of 90,
70 and 40 % could be envisaged as the ultimate lighter material compared to NWs. In the
case of compressive strain applied to NT and NW, a clear difference is observed between
crystalline and nanocrystalline materials, being the first dominated by the formation of
large planar defects, while the nc-NT and nc-NW show a coiling structure, avoiding
large stress regions. Future work is addressed to analyze the response under compression
where the cavity of the NT might lead to larger tension/compression asymmetry. Larger
grain sizes might also display different fracture mechanism, with contributions from full
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dislocations.

3.2

Bimetallic nanowires under tension and compression

The study of bimetallic nanowires offers the possibility to design new nanoelectronic
devices [174], where the strength of the combined materials strongly depends on the
interface between both components. In this context, deformation of Au/Ag crystalline
nanowires have been studied obtaining similar Young Moduli for both compression and
tension [175]. In this section, we report the combined effect of polycrystalline Fe and Ni
grains on the mechanical response of bimetallic nanowires by using theoretical modeling.
By means of classical molecular dynamics simulations, we study the breaking process
mediated by atomic dislocations, following the stress-strain response under tension and
compression regimes. Structural and composition analysis was performed during the
deformation.

3.2.1

Methodology

A classical molecular dynamics approach was used to model the breaking process of
mono and binary metallic NWs. The theoretical procedure of this study is rather similar
to the previous ones developed for monometallic Ni NT and NW. These simulations were
performed with LAMMPS code,[141] and modeled with the embedded atom method
parameterized by Bonny et al. for Fe-Ni systems.[176] In this case the average grain
size is adjusted to 3.5 nm after carving the structure to obtain a NW of Fe and Ni with
a diameter of 22 nm for both cases. Following the same procedure as before we have
studied the tensile strain effect on both nanowires depicting different configurations in
Fig 3.12, from 0 strain until the rupture point.
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Figure 3.12: Snapshots of polycrystalline Ni and Fe NW under different applied tensile
strain. FCC (green), BCC (blue) atoms and HCP (red) are depicted for better comparison.

3.2.2

Mechanical response of mono and bimetallic nanowires

Once we have obtained the mechanical response of the monoatomic wires, we prepared
the bimetallic nanowire considering a Fe core/Ni shell structure with an inner and outer
diameter of 11 nm and 22 nm respectively. Figure 3.13 shows the deformation of the
bimetallic system at different percentage strain respect to the initial configuration. Both
results show a plastic zone following a ductile fracture, especially for Ni and FeNi system.
The stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 3.14, where we can see the behavior of
monoatomic and bimetallic systems. In particular, it is interesting to see the rupture
point for all cases, where Ni NW has the lowest strain at 0.27, followed by Fe NW
at 0.33, and finally FeNi NW at 0.4 strain. The last results suggests a more ductile
breaking process of the structure during the plastic zone, surpassing the response of the
monoatomic systems. Also, it is noteworthy to see the diminished stress in the bimetallic
system, compared to the previous cases.
We have also considered the mechanical response under compressive deformation, for
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Figure 3.13: Snapshots of polycrystalline NiFe NW under different applied tensile strains,
showing the FCC (green), BCC (blue) and HCP (red) detected atoms by common neighbor analysis (CNA).

Figure 3.14: Stress- tensile strain curves for Ni, Fe, and NiFe polycrystalline NW.
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Figure 3.15: Snapshots of polycrystalline Ni and Fe NW under different applied compression strain. One of the major differences respect to the tensile strain process, is the
coiling effect show in all cases, and getting clear after a 0.1 of strain.
the same structures and presented those results in Figures 3.15 and 3.16, for mono and
bimetallic cases. This process followed the same procedure used in the previous section.
The stress-strain response is then presented in Figure 3.17, where the plastic zone
shows a lower stress response of the bimetallic system. Besides this, if we consider the
small strain regime, the Young moduli is higher follows the sequence Y(FeNi) < Y(Fe) <
Y(Ni) under compression and tension, respectively. Additionally, it is clear from Figure
3.16 that all the defects are inside the Ni section, and no dislocation or stacking faults are
present in Fe. Also, because of the coiling effect, we can see that there is a generation
of stacking faults in the sections with higher curvature as it is possible to see in Figures
3.16 and 3.18. The only exception is again the Fe NW where the wider nanowires is due
to the grain sliding.
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Figure 3.16: Snapshots of polycrystalline NiFe NW under different applied compression
strain.

Figure 3.17: Stress- compression strain curves for Ni, Fe and NiFe polycrystalline NW.
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Figure 3.18: Snapshots of polycrystalline NiFe NW under different applied compression
strain.

3.2.3

Discussions

From the simulations performed on mono and bimetallic nanowires we can identify an
asymmetry in the mechanical response, when a tensile or compressive deformation are
applied. This difference is also clear because for compression consider a coiling transformation that is not present during the tensile strain. Also, it is important to mention
the increased plastic zone observed for the bimetallic FeNi system during the tensile
strain, compared to the pure Ni and Fe NWs. This results emphasize the importance
of the design of new materials, in order to modulate the mechanical response of these
nanostructures.
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General conclusions
Different bimetallic nanostructures were studied at different sizes, concentration, and
elemental composition. The structures studied consider bimetallic nanoparticle systems
and one-dimensional nanostructures.
The bimetallic nanoparticle systems were studied using annealing cycles over a collection of initial structures that allow the search of stable structures in the PES. The
collection of structures were selected using a simplified energy model. The results using
this methodology showed a relationship between the morphology, size, and concentration.
In FeCu nanoparticles, the morphology of the lowest energy structures changed from coreshell to Janus as the size of the system and the Cu concentration increased. In AgCu
systems, only core-shell structures were found as the most stable, but Janus morphologies reached similar energies for bigger nanoparticles. This theoretical results suggested
the possibility to find coexistence between core-shell and Janus structures at large sizes,
which was confirmed by experimental results. An additional bimetallic system, made of
Fe and Ni, was studied to use the proposed methodology over atomic arrangements that
prefer alloyed motifs in their bulk state. The result for this last system showed that the
lowest energy structure also contains an alloy motif, but with a core-shell arrangement
of FeNi3 @Fe.
Also, a novel energy potential, based on neural networks, was tested for Au nanoparticles against empirical potentials. The results with this new potential have more similarity
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to DFT energies, which allowed to find structures that empirical potentials missed.
Finally, mechanical properties of a bimetallic one-dimensional nanostructure were
studied and compared against its monometallic counterparts. The mechanical properties
of FeNi nanowires presented very different stress-strain curves, which does not behave like
any of its monometallic components. The different behavior means that the bimetallic
nanowire exhibited new mechanical properties compared with their mono-metallic counterparts due to a collective effect of both components.
In conclusion, bimetallic nanometric systems offer a possibility to tune the properties
of the materials by changing their size and concentration.
All thesis goals were accomplished in the process:
• Different theoretical approaches were considered to explore the configuration landscape such as genetic algorithms, minimal hopping methods, and annealing, combined with embedded atom model potentials or first principle calculations.
• A simple energy model was used to support the selection of initial structures for
our proposed exploration technique. These structures take the form of core-shell
and Janus by using isolated or alloy configurations as building blocks. With this approach, successful matching with experimental data was achieved, in the particular
cases of FeCu and AgCu.
• A phase diagram was obtained for the morphology of FeCu as a function of their
size and concentration. Also, a reduction in energy differences between core-shell
and Janus morphologies in AgCu system was found as their size increase.
• Mechanical and structural properties of bimetallic systems were studied using
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, obtaining efficiency improvement, respect
to the monoatomic systems. Ni and Fe nanotubes and nanowires were considered
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getting an asymmetry in the mechanical response under tensile and compressive
uniaxial strain.
• Additionally, a search using genetic algorithms combined with Neural Network
trained potential has enabled us to find competing or more stable states than
using classical potentials. This method was successfully applied to find stable Au
clusters in the 30-80 atoms range.
With all these specific goals accomplished, it was possible the study of bimetallic
systems resulting in two published articles [66, 83], and two more works to be published
regarding the CuAg and FeNi nanoparticles. Also, regarding the nanostructure mechanical
properties, another work was recently published with the study of Ni nanowires and
nanotubes[177].
From this thesis, we expect to give a link between the study of small atomic clusters
and the experimental evidence, using scalable methods to study nanometric size particles.
This work could lead to the study of other characteristics from these atomic arrangements,
such as energy barriers between different metastable morphologies.
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